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Spinon Fermi surface

• The most gapless/highly 
entangled QSL state 

• Like a “metal” of neutral 
fermions w/ a U(1) gauge field 

• Prototype “non-Fermi liquid” 
state of great theoretical 
interest
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Spinon Fermi surface

as shown in Figure 3a. The monovalent anion, X!1, has no contribution to electronic conduc-

tion or magnetism. In the conducting layer, the ET molecules form dimers, which are arranged

in a checkerboard-like pattern (Figure 3b). From the band structure point of view, two ET

highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) in a dimer are energetically split into bonding

and antibonding orbitals, each of which forms a conduction band due to the interdimer transfer

integrals (12). The two bands are well separated so that the relevant band to the hole filling is

the antibonding band, which is half-filled with one hole accommodated by one antibonding

orbital. The dimer arrangement is modeled to an isosceles-triangular lattice characterized by

two interdimer transfer integrals, t and t0 (Figure 3c) of the order of 50 meV, whose anisotropy,

t0/t, depends on the anion X.

2.2. Criticality of Mott Transition in ET Compounds

The competition of kinetic energy and correlation energy, which are characterized by band-

width W and on-site Coulomb energy U, gives rise to Mott transition between wave-like

itinerant electrons and particle-like localized electrons. Because the Mott transition is a metal-

insulator transition without symmetry breaking, the first-order transition expected at low tem-

peratures can have a critical endpoint at a finite temperature, as in the gas-liquid transition

(Figure 1a). This feature of the Mott phase diagram was first deduced by the reduction of

Hubbard Hamiltonian to the so-called Blume-Emery-Griffiths model (13) and then extensively

discussed in terms of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) (14), which showed that the Mott

transition belongs to the Ising universality class (15). It is well established that the k-(ET)2X
family is situated in the vicinity of Mott transition (9, 16–24). To explore the phase diagram

beyond the conceptual one, and to uncover the critical behavior of Mott transition, experiments

on a single material under precisely controlled pressure and temperature are required.

The compound studied is k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, which is a Mott insulator (25) with a

sizable anisotropy of triangular lattices; the t0/t value is 0.75 or 0.44, according to the tight-

binding calculation of molecular orbital or first-principles calculation (26), respectively. The

resistivity measurements of k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl under continuously controllable He-gas

pressure unveiled the Mott phase diagram (27–30), where the first-order transition line dividing

the insulating and metallic phases has an endpoint around 40 K (Figure 4). The presence of

the critical endpoint was proved in spin and lattice degrees of freedom as well; namely,

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (31), ultrasonic velocity (32, 33), and expansivity (34).

The bending shape of the phase boundary reflects the entropy difference between the insulating
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Figure 3

Structure of k-(ET)2X. (a) Side and (b) top view of the layer and (c) modeling the in-plane structure into an isosceles-triangular lattice
with two kinds of transfer integrals.
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each other in a way that the Ni ion in one layer is projected
towards the center of the triangle formed by the Ni ions in
the adjacent layers along the c axis, as shown in Fig. 1(h).
The instability of the 6H -A phase should arise from the
fact that high pressures tend to reduce the Sb5þ-Sb5þ

distance and therefore partially relieve strong electrostatic
repulsion by exchanging Ni with one of the Sb atoms.
Battle et al. reported a similar structure for the 6H -B phase
[26], but with no physical characterization.

With increasing pressure we observed an additional
phase transformation to a cubic perovskite structure. This
3C phase was obtained under 9 GPa and at a temperature of
1000 "C kept for 30 min. Its XRD pattern [Fig. 1(c)] is best
described as a double perovskite in a Ba2MM0O6 model
with the cubic space group Fm 3m having a lattice parame-

ter a ¼ 8:1552ð2Þ!A. The refinement shows a full-ordered
arrangement of Ni2=3Sb1=3 and Sb atoms at the M and M0

sites [Fig. 1(f)], respectively. Therefore the Ni2=3Sb1=3
sites form a network of edge-shared tetrahedra, as shown
in Fig. 1(i). Instead of adopting a primitive perovskite
structure in which the Ni2þ and Sb5þ ions are randomly
distributed, the preferred double-perovskite structure
should be attributed to the large difference in charges
between the Ni2þ and the Sb5þ ions.

All three samples are insulators with the room tempera-
ture resistance higher than 20 M". The dc magnetic sus-
ceptibility [!ðTÞ, Fig. 2] for all three compounds was
measured under a field H ¼ 5000 Oe. For each compound,
one does not observe any difference between the data
measured under zero-field-cooled and that measured
under field-cooled conditions. The 6H -A sample exhibits

a cusplike anomaly at the antiferromagnetic ordering tem-
perature TN ¼ 13:5 K, as previously reported [25]. On the
other hand, neither the 6H -B nor the 3C phase show any
sign of long-range magnetic order down to 2 K. For the
6H -B phase, we have subtracted the Curie contribution
provided by 1.7% Ni2þ of orphan spins from the as-
measured data. This percentage of Ni2þ orphan spins was
calculated from fitting the specific-heat data [27]. After this
subtraction, !ðTÞfor the 6H -B phase (open squares in
Fig. 2) basically saturates below 25 K with a saturation
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Temperature dependencies of the dc
magnetic susceptibility (!) for the Ba3NiSb2O9 polytypes. Inset:
Temperature dependencies of 1=!. The solid lines on 1=! data
represent Curie-Weiss fits. For 6H -B phase, ! (open squares) is
obtained by subtracting 1.7% Ni2þ orphan spin’s contribution
(crosses) from the as-measured data (solid squares).
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FIG. 1 (color online). Powder XRD patterns (crosses) at 295 K for the Ba3NiSb2O9 polytypes: (a) 6H -A, (b) 6H -B, and (c) 3C. Solid
curves are the best fits obtained from Rietveld refinements using FULLPROF. Schematic crystal structures for the Ba3NiSb2O9

polytypes: (d) 6H -A, (e) 6H -B, and (f) 3C; red octahedra represent Sb(M0) sites, and blue octahedra represent Ni2=3Sb1=3ðMÞsites.
Magnetic lattices composed of Ni2þ ions for the Ba3NiSb2O9 polytypes: (g) 6H -A, (h) 6H -B, and (i) 3C.
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Triangular lattice w/ ring 
exchange

•Motrunich (2005): ring 
exchange stabilizes a 
spin liquid

•Motrunich, Lee/Lee: spin 
liquid state favored by 
ring exchange is the 
“spinon Fermi sea” state



triangular organics

The issue of spin frustration has long been a central subject in the study of magnetism. In

particular, the possible spin liquid on triangular lattices has been of keen interest as a novel

quantum phase of matter and has become increasingly attractive with the idea that this state is

possibly behind high-Tc superconductivity (109). However, the triangular-lattice Heisenberg

model was found to have the 120-degree-oriented Néel ground state instead of any quantum-

disordered state (54). In such a situation, however, it is found that spin states without magnetic

ordering, which should be called spin liquid, were found in the two organic Mott insulators,

k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 and EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, which reside near the Mott transition. With the

use of chemical/physical pressure and intense theoretical works, the series of experiments

showed that the spin liquid is realized in a range of anisotropy of triangular lattices and in the

intermediately correlated regime on the verge of Mott transition, not in the strongly correlated

regime; namely, the electron itinerancy in the Mott insulator is key to realizing spin liquid on

quasi-triangular lattices. How the spin liquid connects to the metallic and superconducting

phases is a problem to consider in the future.

The nature of spin liquid in the two materials is mysterious. The excitation gap in

k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 is controversial; specific heat points to a gapless ground state, whereas

thermal conductivity behaves as though gapped by 0.46 K. The NMR relaxation rate exhibits

a power-law temperature dependence, which is in between the two extreme behaviors. As for

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, both thermodynamic measurements are consistent with gapless excita-

tions, while the NMR relaxation rate may suggest a nodal gap. The result of thermal conduc-

tivity showing a T-linear term with a long mean-free path of mm will strongly constrain

theoretical models. Appearance of anomalies at finite temperatures can be a signature of some

kind of symmetry breaking. In this sense, the 5–6 K anomaly observed in NMR, specific heat,

and thermal conductivity in k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 points to this possibility. Interestingly, 1 K is the

characteristic temperature in the NMR relaxation rate for both materials, whereas it is not so
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Phase diagram for the b0-Pd(dmit)2 salts. Abbreviations: FP, frustrated paramagnetic (state); AFLO, antifer-
romagnetic long-range ordered (state); CO, charge-ordered (state); QSL, quantum spin liquid (state).
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Mott Transition from a Spin Liquid to a Fermi Liquid in the Spin-Frustrated Organic Conductor
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3

Y. Kurosaki,1 Y. Shimizu,1,2,* K. Miyagawa,1,3 K. Kanoda,1,3 and G. Saito2

1Department of Applied Physics, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113-8656, Japan
2Division of Chemistry, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, 606-8502, Japan

3CREST, Japan Science and Technology Corporation, Kawaguchi 332-0012, Japan
(Received 15 October 2004; revised manuscript received 6 April 2005; published 18 October 2005)

The pressure-temperature phase diagram of the organic Mott insulator !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3, a model
system of the spin liquid on triangular lattice, has been investigated by 1H NMR and resistivity
measurements. The spin-liquid phase is persistent before the Mott transition to the metal or super-
conducting phase under pressure. At the Mott transition, the spin fluctuations are rapidly suppressed and
the Fermi-liquid features are observed in the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate
and resistivity. The characteristic curvature of the Mott boundary in the phase diagram highlights a crucial
effect of the spin frustration on the Mott transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.177001 PACS numbers: 74.25.Nf, 71.27.+a, 74.70.Kn, 76.60.2k

Magnetic interaction on the verge of the Mott transition
is one of the chief subjects in the physics of strongly
correlated electrons, because striking phenomena such as
unconventional superconductivity emerge from the mother
Mott insulator with antiferromagnetic (AFM) order.
Examples are transition metal oxides such as V2O3 and
La2CuO4, in which localized paramagnetic spins undergo
the AFM transition at low temperatures [1]. The ground
state of the Mott insulator is, however, no more trivial
when the spin frustration works between the localized
spins. Realization of the spin liquid has attracted much
attention since a proposal of the possibility in a triangular-
lattice Heisenberg antiferromagnet [2]. Owing to the ex-
tensive materials research, some examples of the possible
spin liquid have been found in systems with triangular and
kagomé lattices, such as the solid 3He layer [3], Cs2CuCl4
[4], and !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 [5]. Mott transitions between
metallic and insulating spin-liquid phases are an interesting
new area of research.

The layered organic conductor !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 is the
only spin-liquid system to exhibit the Mott transition, to
the authors’ knowledge [5]. The conduction layer in
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 consists of strongly dimerized ET
[bis(ethlylenedithio)-tetrathiafulvalene] molecules with
one hole per dimer site, so that the on-site Coulomb
repulsion inhibits the hole transfer [6]. In fact, it is a
Mott insulator at ambient pressure and becomes a metal
or superconductor under pressure [7]. Taking the dimer as a
unit, the network of interdimer transfer integrals forms a
nearly isotropic triangular lattice, and therefore the system
can be modeled to a half-filled band system with strong
spin frustration on the triangular lattice. At ambient pres-
sure, the magnetic susceptibility behaved as the triangular-
lattice Heisenberg model with an AFM interaction energy
J # 250 K [5,8]. Moreover, the 1H NMR measurements
provided no indication of long-range magnetic order down
to 32 mK. These results suggested the spin-liquid state at

ambient pressure. Then the Mott transition in
!-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 under pressure may be the unprece-
dented one without symmetry breaking, if the magnetic
order does not emerge under pressure up to the Mott
boundary.

In this Letter, we report on the NMR and resistance
studies of the Mott transition in !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 under
pressure. The result is summarized by the pressure-
temperature (P -T) phase diagram in Fig. 1. The Mott

Superconductor

(Fermi liquid)

Crossover

(Spin liquid) onset TC

R = R0 + AT2

T1T = const.

(dR/dT)max

(1/T1T)max

Mott insulator

Metal

Pressure (10 -1GPa)

FIG. 1 (color online). The pressure-temperature phase diagram
of !-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3, constructed on the basis of the resistance
and NMR measurements under hydrostatic pressures. The Mott
transition or crossover lines were identified as the temperature
where 1=T1T and dR=dT show the maximum as described in the
text. The upper limit of the Fermi-liquid region was defined by
the temperatures where 1=T1T and R deviate from the Korringa’s
relation and R0 $ AT2, respectively. The onset superconducting
transition temperature was determined from the in-plane resis-
tance measurements.
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Evidence
• NMR

!103 s−1. Thus, this is an inhomogeneous broadening due to
static local fields. The observed local static fields are too
small for this system to be understood as a MLRO or spin-
glass state. The spectral tail is at most within "50 kHz,
which corresponds to a !Pd"dmit#2$2 moment of %0.05#B
judging from the hyperfine coupling constant mentioned be-
fore. Furthermore, the tail is composed of the minor fraction
of the spectrum, while the dominant fraction stays at the
center with little shift. This means that the small local mo-
ment exists only on a minority of the !Pd"dmit#2$2 dimers.
We also measured 13C-NMR spectra of EtMe3P!Pd"dmit#2$2
for comparison as shown in Fig. 4"b#. The gradual inhomo-
geneous broadening at low temperatures is also observed
even in EtMe3P!Pd"dmit#2$2, which enters a nonmagnetic
state below 25 K with a full spin gap. Therefore, the broad-
ening observed in the two salts is not due to bulk magnetism,
but most probably due to the impurity Curie spins caused by
slight crystal imperfections. As a consequence, our analysis
of the spectra also concludes that EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 does
not undergo either spin ordering or freezing at least down to
1.37 K.

The observed broadening is larger in
EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 than in EtMe3P!Pd"dmit#2$2. The mag-
netization nucleated around locally symmetry-broken sites
generally extends for a distance characterized by a spatial
spin correlation length. In the ground state, the correlation
length is roughly estimated to be %J /$, where $ is the spin
gap of the system; if $ is zero, the correlation length di-
verges and, as a result, a power-law decay of the spatial
correlation function is expected. EtMe3P!Pd"dmit#2$2 has a
short correlation length because of the existence of the sig-
nificant spin gap, while EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 has a compara-
tively long correlation length or a power-law decay of the
correlation function because of the absence of an appreciable
spin gap. This is likely the reason why the broadening of
EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 is larger. It was reported that the
13C-NMR spectra of %-"BEDT-TTF#2Cu2"CN#3, which does

not have an appreciable spin gap either, also show a similar
inhomogeneous broadening at low temperatures.32 To take
this and our results into consideration, the significant inho-
mogeneous broadening is considered to be a universal nature
of the spin liquid with no appreciable spin gap because this
state is quite sensitive to slight crystal imperfections due to
the quasi-long-range correlation.

As described above, the spectra and T1
−1 of

EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 do not show any features of the spin
ordering or freezing at least down to 1.37 K, in spite of the
growth of antiferromagnetic correlations from much higher
temperature around 200 K. Since 1.37 K is lower than 1% of
J, thermal fluctuations are so small as to be negligible in this
temperature region. Thus, the absence of spin ordering or
freezing is attributed not to thermal fluctuations but to quan-
tum fluctuations. Considering the absence of an appreciable
spin gap, which is concluded by the fact that T1

−1 retains a
finite value down to 1.37 K, this state is clearly distinct from
the VBS state accompanied by spin dimerization. This state
is, therefore, regarded as the quantum spin-liquid state,
where the RVB scenario can be brought to realization.

A number of theoretical studies have been conducted on
the regular-triangular Heisenberg spin-1 /2 system, and there
is a general consensus that the 120° spiral MLRO state is
realized in the ground state,25,33–35 in contrast to our experi-
mental result.

Several theoretical studies on isosceles-triangular Heisen-
berg systems have suggested that slight deviation from the
regular triangle can destroy the spiral MLRO state and real-
ize the spin-liquid state.12,36–41 Our result may be rational-
ized from such standpoints. It is desired to study whether or
not the deviation from the regular triangle leads to the spin-
liquid state even on a scalene-triangular lattice, because our
system has a scalene structure rather than an isosceles one.

Another possible mechanism of the observed spin liquid
is explained in light of the proximity of the Mott transition.
Although EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2 is a Mott insulator, its insu-
lating nature is easily destroyed by a pressure of a few
kilobars.42 This means that its transfer integrals, whose per-
turbing effect yields exchange interactions, are not much
smaller than the electron correlation energy. Therefore, not
only the second-order Heisenberg terms, but also the higher-
order ones are expected to emerge as the ring exchange and
long-range Heisenberg interactions. While the nearest-
neighbor Heisenberg interactions seem to be predominant as
the temperature dependence of the susceptibility shows, it is
possible that such extra higher-order interactions are not neg-
ligible and play a significant role in the realization of the
present spin liquid. In fact, some theories based on the spin
Hamiltonian including the ring exchange,8 and the Hubbard
Hamiltonian with moderate on-site Coulomb repulsion,9,10

successfully predict the gapless quantum spin-liquid state.
In conclusion, we have found a spin-liquid system on a

triangular lattice, EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2. We have revealed by
our 13C NMR study that this material has neither spin
ordering/freezing nor an appreciable spin gap down to
1.37 K, which is lower than 1% of J. Inhomogeneous broad-
ening appears at low temperature, similar to the other spin
liquid system %-"BEDT-TTF#2Cu2"CN#3. This is consistent
with the quasi-long-range spin correlation characterizing the
gapless nature.
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FIG. 4. "a# 13C-NMR spectra for randomly oriented samples of
EtMe3Sb!Pd"dmit#2$2. "b# Those of EtMe3P!Pd"dmit#2$2 for
comparison.
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Figure 3 | Stretching exponent obtained from the 13C nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation curves. The main panel shows the temperature dependence of
the exponent. The dark blue circles show values obtained from the present
measurements in a dilution refrigerator. We also show reanalysed values
for previously reported2 higher-temperature data as light blue circles. The
spin-lattice relaxation curves at three representative temperatures are
presented in the upper three panels, where the red squares indicate
obtained experimental data and the green lines represent fits to
stretched-exponential functions.

shows a steep decrease of T�1
1 on cooling. At sufficiently low

temperatures, the spin-lattice relaxation curves recover to single-
exponential functions as shown in Fig. 3. This is different from
the case of �-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 at low temperatures, where
the relaxation curves become further from single exponential
functions with decreasing temperature30, and makes it difficult to
discuss the intrinsic spin dynamics. In the low-temperature region
of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 where the relaxation curves recover to
single-exponential functions, we can see from Fig. 2 that T�1

1 is
proportional to the square of the temperature. This means that
the imaginary part of the q-integrated dynamic susceptibility (to
be exact, lim⇤⇤0⌅q⇥

⌅⌅(q,⇤)/⇤), which is evaluated from (T1T )�1,
decreases in proportion to the temperature on cooling, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2 (q: wave vector, ⇤: frequency). This is in contrast
to the nature of the fully gapless spin liquid with a spinon Fermi
surface, where the imaginary part of the susceptibility remains
constant (Fermi-liquid case) or diverges (non-Fermi-liquid case)
on cooling. Thus, the low-temperature phase is not fully gapless,
and therefore has a spin gap at least in some portion of q-space.

We emphasize that the decrease in the imaginary part of the
susceptibility does not follow an exponential law but a power
law in temperature. This result implies that the spin gap may
be a nodal one, similar to superconducting gaps in anisotropic
superconductors, often realized in correlated quantum fermion
liquids. Although it might also be possible that the system has a full
gap and that T�1

1 at low temperatures reflects extrinsic relaxation,
this is more unlikely. In this case, the relaxation curves would
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Figure 4 | 13C-NMR spectra of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 at several ultralow
temperatures measured in a dilution refrigerator. The spectra are obtained
by Fourier transformation of the spin-echo signals for randomly oriented
single crystals.

become more or less distributed non-single-exponential functions.
Experimental results instead show that the relaxation curves recover
to a single-exponential function in the low-temperature limit, as
shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is more likely that the T 2 dependence
of T�1

1 is intrinsic and that the spin gap is nodal.
In principle, this spin gap should be observable also in

the behaviour of the static spin susceptibility. However, the
susceptibility was so far measured only down to 5K and is not
available in the region below the transition temperature2. We also
note that it will be difficult to measure the intrinsic susceptibility
below the transition temperature, because the Curie term caused
by impurity free spins will make a serious contribution at such
low temperatures even for a very small number of impurities. The
Knight shift (the first moment of the spectrum) offers another way
to measure the static spin susceptibility. It is expected that the spin
gap leads to the disappearance of the spin susceptibility, yielding
the disappearance of the Knight shift of a few kilohertz through the
hyperfine coupling of about 9⇥102 kHz/µB (ref. 2). Unfortunately,
our experimental results do not have the accuracy to discuss such a
small shift because of the comparatively large spectral width and the
slight extrinsic drift of the external applied field, which is inevitable
even when using a superconducting magnet with high stability (see
the Methods section).

In summary, our NMR experiments show that the spin system of
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 does not undergo classical ordering/freezing
down to 19.4mK, which is less than 0.01% of J . Whereas this
quantum spin liquid has a gapless spin excitation above 1.0 K,
we found clear evidence that the spin system under 7.65 T shows
an instability other than classical ordering at around 1.0 K and
acquires a spin gap. This gap may be nodal, similar to that of
anisotropic superconductivity.

Last, we mention future debatable problems on the instability
that we have discovered. One of the possible candidates is the
pairing instability of the spinon Fermi surface. This naturally
explains the nodal-gap formation when spinon pairing occurs
in a non-s-wave Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer channel and causes
an anisotropic (such as d-wave) resonating-valence-bond state.

NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 6 | SEPTEMBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturephysics 675

a real candidate of the quantum liquid state, which has been sought since Anderson’s proposal

more than 35 years ago (6). Figure 8a shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic

susceptibility with the core diamagnetism subtracted (50). In contrast with the magnetic transi-

tion at 27 K in k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl as evidenced by an anomaly, k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 has no

anomaly down to the lowest temperature measured, 2 K, but does have a broad peak, which is

well fitted to the triangular-lattice Heisenberg model with an exchange interaction of J ! 250 K

(50, 51). The wspin behavior of k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl is unlikely fitted to the Heisenberg model,

even if the anisotropy is considered, possibly because it is situated very close to the Mott

transition, where the Hubbard model or higher-order corrections in the Heisenberg model

should work.

The magnetism is further probed by NMR measurements. Figure 8b shows the single-crystal
1H NMR spectra for k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl and k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 under the magnetic field

applied perpendicular to the conducting layer (50). The line shape at high temperatures comes

from the nuclear dipole interaction sensitive to the field direction against molecular orientation,

which is different between the two systems. k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl shows a clear line splitting

below 27 K, indicating a commensurate aniferromagnetic ordering, whose moment is estimated

at 0.45 mB per an ET dimer by separate 13C NMR studies (25, 52, 53). However, the spectra of

k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 show neither distinct broadening nor splitting, which indicates the absence

of long-range magnetic ordering at least down to 32 mK, 4 orders of magnitude lower than
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(a) Temperature dependences of spin susceptibilities of k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 and k-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl. The solid lines represent the
results of the series expansion of the triangular-lattice Heisenberg model using [7,7] Pade approximation with J ¼ 240 K and 250 K.
(b ) 1H NMR spectra of single crystals of k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 (left panel) and k-(ET)2Cu [N(CN)2]Cl (right panel) under magnetic fields
applied perpendicular to the conducting layer. Abbreviation: NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance.
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• Specific heat
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Figure 2 Low-temperature heat capacities of �-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3. a,b, Data obtained for two samples under magnetic fields up to 8 T in CpT�1 versus T 2 plots.
b contains the data of the typical antiferromagnetic insulators ⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, deuterated ⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br and �⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2ICl2 for comparison.
The existence of a T-linear contribution even in the insulating state of ⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 is clearly observed.

magnetic resonance (NMR) and static susceptibility measurements,
they observed no static order down to 30 mK and concluded that
the spins form a kind of liquid state. The likelihood that a spin-
liquid model is appropriate is strengthened by the prediction of
the resonating-valence-bond (RVB) model of large entropy at low
temperatures and a possible temperature- (T-) linear term due
to the spinon density of states in the heat capacity3,4. The heat
capacity is considered as a very sensitive low-energy spectroscopic
method for investigating the low-energy excitations from the
ground state. We can explore a reliable discussion on what kind of
ground state is realized through the entropy with absolute precision
and without any external fields. In this respect, thermodynamic
studies at temperatures as low as possible are necessary and
required for demonstrating the quantum spin-liquid character for
this material.

In Fig. 1, we show the temperature dependence of
the heat capacity of ⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and other
⇤-type BEDT-TTF salts. ⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 is a
superconductor with a transition temperature (Tc) of 9.4 K.
⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl is a Mott insulator with an
antiferromagnetically ordered ground state below the Néel
temperature TN = 27 K. Reflecting the same type of donor
arrangement, the temperature dependencies of the lattice heat
capacities of the samples are similar. The data for another
Mott insulating compound, �⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2ICl2, which gives
the highest Tc of 14.2 K among organic superconductors under
an applied pressure of 8.2 GPa (ref. 14), are also shown for
comparison. A slight di�erence in the lattice contribution
is observed, attributable to the di�erence of crystal packing,
but the overall temperature dependence resembles that of
the ⇤-type compounds. Although the overall tendency of the
lattice heat capacity is similar, it should be emphasized that
⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 shows large heat capacities at low
temperatures as compared with typical Mott-insulating samples.
This fact demonstrates that the spin system retains large entropy
even at low temperatures and is free from ordering owing to the
existence of the frustration.

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of
⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 is shown in a Cp T�1 versus T plot
in the inset of Fig. 1. We also show data obtained under an

external magnetic field of 8 T applied perpendicular to the plane,
demonstrating no drastic di�erence from the 0 T data over the
whole temperature range in the figure. There is no sharp thermal
anomaly indicative of long-range magnetic ordering. This is
consistent with previous NMR experiments13. The data at low
temperatures below 2.5 K, shown in Fig. 2, clearly verify the
existence of a linearly temperature-dependent term (the ⇥ term),
even in the insulating salt. The magnitude of ⇥ is estimated at
20 ± 5 mJ K�2 mol�1 from the linear extrapolation of the Cp T�1

versus T 2 plot down to T =0 K. However, the low-temperature data
show an appreciable sample dependence. Figure 2a,b shows data for
di�erent samples, (a) and (b), respectively. In the low-temperature
region, sample (a) shows a curious structure in addition to the
finite ⇥ term, which is somewhat field dependent. However, Fig. 2b
does not show such behaviour. The magnetic field dependence seen
in sample (a) is attributable to a possible paramagnetic impurity
and seems to be extrinsic. In fact, the application of a magnetic
field induces a kind of Schottky contribution, which is attributed
to a magnetic impurity of less than 0.5%. The origin of this
contribution is considered to be Cu2+ contamination in the sample
preparation, as reported by Komatsu et al.15. We measured several
other samples and found that the data of the better-quality samples
converge to those shown in Fig. 2b, with a small field-dependent
contribution. It should be noted that these samples still possess
a finite Cp T�1 value of about 15 mJ K�2 mol�1, as shown by the
extrapolation of the data down to T = 0 K. The existence of the ⇥
term in the present insulating state is intrinsic.

The well known Mott insulators ⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2X
(X = Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, deuterated Cu[N(CN)2]Br) and
�⇥-(BEDT-TTF)2ICl2 with three-dimensional antiferromagnetic
ordering show a vanishing ⇥ value, as shown in Fig. 2b
(ref. 16). It is evident that the low-temperature heat capacity of
⇤-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 is extraordinarily large for an insulating
system. A ⇥ value of the present order (101–1.5 mJ K�2 mol�1) is
expected, for example, in spin-wave excitations in one-dimensional
antiferromagnetic spin systems with intra-chain couplings of
J/kB = 100–200 K or metallic systems with continuous excitations
around the Fermi surface. However, these are obviously very
di�erent systems from the present two-dimensional insulating
materials. Gapless excitations giving a T-linear contribution to the

460 nature physics VOL 4 JUNE 2008 www.nature.com/naturephysics

is observed around 3 K. This corresponds to the kink of 1/T1 in
13C NMR in the same temper-

ature region, and indicates a possibility of crossover phenomena to the spin liquid state.

Figure 16a shows temperature dependence of thermal conductivity (107). Compared with

the Et2Me2Sb salt, the EtMe3Sb salt shows enhanced thermal conductivity, which indicates that

spin-mediated contribution is added to the phonon contribution. Temperature dependence of

the thermal conductivity has a peak structure around 1 K (Figure 16a inset). Thermal conduc-

tivity of the EtMe3Sb salt also shows a T-linear term, indicating gapless excitation from the

ground state. This is markedly different from the case of k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3.

Field dependence of thermal conductivity of the EtMe3Sb salt, however, suggests another kind

of excitation (Figure 16b). A steep increase above approximately 2 T is observed below 1 K,

which implies that some spin-gap-like excitations are present at low temperatures, along with the

gapless excitations indicated by the T-linear term. At present, there are two possible scenarios:

1. In terms of coexistence of the gapless and gapped excitations (108), the magnetic excitations are

separated from the ground state by a spin gap, which is filled with nonmagnetic excitations.

2. In terms of a possible nodal gap structure in the spinon Fermi surface, the spin-gap-like

behavior is attributed to the pairing gap formation, and the finite residual T-linear term

stems from the zero-energy density of states similar to the disorder-induced normal fluid in

d-wave superconductors (72).

Although there remain many open questions, the unusual bipartite nature of elementary excita-

tions in the quantum spin liquid state places the EtMe3Sb salt in a key position for understand-

ing Mott physics and quantum magnetism.
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Low-temperature heat capacity (Cp) for EtMe3Sb and Et2Me2Sb salts. The main graph shows CpT
!1 versus

T2 plots of the heat capacity. The inset shows a CpT
!1 versus T2 plot around a broad hump structure for the

EtMe3Sb salt.
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• Thermal conductivity
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no magnetic order
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Sommerfeld law
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The search for the enigmatic spin liquid state has
switched into high gear in recent years. Dramatic the-
oretical (Kitaev model [1, 2] and spin liquid in tri-
angular lattice antiferromagnet [3]) and experimental
(YbMgGaO4 [4, 5] and ↵-RuCl3 [6]) developments leave
no doubt of the eventual success of this enterprise. To
push this to the next stage, it is incumbent upon the com-
munity to identify specific experimental signatures that
evince the unique aspects of these states. In this paper,
we address one of the most important measurable quanti-
ties in the two dimensional U(1) QSL with a spinon Fermi
surface. This is a priori the most exotic two dimensional
QSL state, and yet one which has repeatedly been advo-
cated for in both theory and experiment. Specifically, we
study the dynamical susceptibility of the q-component of
the spin operator Sa

q (a = x, y, z)

�±(q,!) = i

Z 1

0
dth[S†

q(t), S
�
�q(0)]iei!t (1)

which is an extremely information-rich quantity, and is
accessible through inelastic neutron scattering [7], ESR
[8, 9], and RIXS [10]. A demonstration of distinctive
features in it would be a major advance in the connection
of theory and experiment in this unique phase of matter.

We recapitulate the derivation of the theory of the
spinon Fermi surface phase [11, 12]. One introduces
Abrikosov fermions by rewriting the spin operator
Si =

1
2c

†
i↵�↵�ci� , where ci↵, c

†
i↵ are canonical fermionic

spinors on site i with spin-1/2 index ↵ (repeated spin
indices are summed). This is a faithful representation
provided the constraint c†i↵ci↵ = 1 is imposed – this con-
straint induces a gauge symmetry. In a path integral rep-
resentation, the constraint is enforced by a Lagrange mul-
tiplier Ai0, which takes the role of the time-component of
a gauge field, i.e. scalar potential. Microscopic exchange
interactions, which are quadratic in spins are hence quar-
tic in fermions are decoupled to introduce new link fields
whose phases act as the spatial components of the corre-
sponding gauge fields A, i.e. the vector potential.

To describe the universal low energy physics, it is ap-
propriate to consider “coarse-grained” fields  ↵, 

†
↵ de-

scending from the microscopic ones, and include the
symmetry-allowed Maxwell terms for the U(1) gauge
field. Furthermore, due to the finite density of states
at the spinon Fermi surface, the longitudinal scalar po-
tential is screened and the time component A0 can then

be integrated out to mediate a short-range repulsive in-
teractions between like charges. Therefore we consider
the Euclidian action S = S + SA + Su, where [11–13]

S =

Z
d⌧d2r †

↵

⇣
[@⌧ � µ� (rr � iA)2

2m
]�↵� � !B�

3
↵�

⌘
 � ,

SA =
1

2

Z
d!nd2q

(2⇡)3
Aµ(q,!n)

⇣
�
|!n|
q

+ �q2
⌘
A⌫(�q,�!n),

Su =

Z
d⌧d2r u  †

"(r, ⌧) "(r, ⌧) 
†
#(r, ⌧) #(r, ⌧). (2)

Here ↵,� =", # are spin indices, !B describes static mag-
netic field B = Bẑ and includes g-factor as well as Bohr
magneton. Gauge dynamics is derived in the Coulomb
gauge r · A = 0 and µ, ⌫ = x, y run over spatial in-
dices. Gauge action SA is generated by spinons and � =
2n̄/kF and � = 1/(24⇡m) represent Landau damping
and diamagnetic susceptibility of non-interacting spinon
gas, correspondingly (m is the spinon mass, n̄ is the
spinon density and kF is the Fermi momentum of non-
magnetized system).
Action of the screened temporal component A0

of the gauge 3-vector (A0,A) is given by SA0 ⇡
�m
4⇡

R d!nd
2q

(2⇡)3 |A0(q,!n)|2. Integrating it out generates

local repulsion term Su in (2) which describes spinon
density-density interactions of a contact kind. By the ex-
clusion principle it is characterized by a single parameter
u > 0. Note that in principle the u-term also accounts
for other short-ranged contributions which are allowed
by SU(2) spin-rotational symmetry.
We proceed with the assumption of SU(2) symmetry,

a good first approximation for many spin liquid mate-
rials and address the e↵ect of its violations in the latter
part of this paper. Previous investigations focused on the
transverse vector potential A, which is not screened but
Landau damped, and hence induces exotic non-Fermi-
liquid physics. For example, one finds a self-energy vary-
ing with frequency as !2/3, and a singular contribution
to the specific heat cv ⇠ T 2/3. However, notably, the
transverse gauge field has negligible e↵ects on the hydro-
dynamic long-wavelength collective response [13]. Here,
we instead focus on the short-range repulsion, which pro-
duces an exchange field that dramatically alters the be-
havior in the presence of an external Zeeman magnetic
field/finite magnetization.
The fractionalization of triplet excitations into pairs

of spinons is a fundamental aspect of a quantum spin
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<latexit sha1_base64="5xcReMc+vNP+07rpHzGZJw/FJho=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5xcReMc+vNP+07rpHzGZJw/FJho=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5xcReMc+vNP+07rpHzGZJw/FJho=">AAACcnicbVFda9RAFJ1Eq3XVdtW3+jK6CBW0JEXQx1pf+ljBbQuddbmZ3GSHzkeYuSksIT/UJ8Hf4A/o7BpEtz0wcDjnXO7lTNFoFSjLfiTpvftbDx5uPxo9fvJ0Z3f87PlZcK2XOJVOO39RQECtLE5JkcaLxiOYQuN5cfVl5Z9fow/K2W+0bHBmoLaqUhIoSvPxUonCdJ97IUtHQmNF+1w0QX0XJdQ1er6yhYVCQ7/WO3HdLMCSM0Oif78Z+Tt6d154VS/o7Xw8yQ6yNfhtkg9kwgaczse/ROlka9CS1BDCZZ41NOvAk5Ia+5FoAzYgr6DGy0gtGAyzbl1Rz99EpeSV8/FZ4mv134kOTAhLU8SkAVqETW8l3ukVZmMzVZ9mnbJNS2jln8VVqzk5vuqfl8qjJL2MBKRX8XYuF+BBUvylUSwl36zgNjk7PMgj//phcnQ81LPNXrLXbJ/l7CM7YifslE2ZZD+TrWQn2U1+p3vpq3ToMk2GmRfsP6TvbgA52MDw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5xcReMc+vNP+07rpHzGZJw/FJho=">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</latexit>

• Transverse

screened Coulomb 
interaction

coupling to dynamical 
photons

+



Interactions
• Longitudinal a0 

† 
<latexit sha1_base64="DesMyUUciPS19A0bk03dbznj53A=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIXZUZEXRZdOOygr1AZyxn0nQammSGJFMoQ1/Bl/AV3OrenbgTdz6JaTsLbf0h8OU/53CSP0w408Z1P53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auk4VYQ2Scxj1QlBU84kbRpmOO0kioIIOW2Ho5tZvT2mSrNY3ptJQgMBkWQDRsBYq1euQs/FfqLZg9+HKKJqccn8cTIEaWKR29NeueLW3LnwKng5VFCuRq/87fdjkgoqDeGgdddzExNkoAwjnE5LfqppAmQEEe1alCCoDrL5j6b4zDp9PIiVPdLguft7IgOh9USEtlOAGerl2sz8txaKpc1mcBVkTCapoZIsFg9Sjk2MZ3HhPlOUGD6xAEQx+3ZMhqCAGBtqyYbiLUewCq3zmmf57qJSv87jKaITdIqqyEOXqI5uUQM1EUGP6Bm9oFfnyXlz3p2PRWvByWeO0R85Xz8r7qRq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DesMyUUciPS19A0bk03dbznj53A=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIXZUZEXRZdOOygr1AZyxn0nQammSGJFMoQ1/Bl/AV3OrenbgTdz6JaTsLbf0h8OU/53CSP0w408Z1P53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auk4VYQ2Scxj1QlBU84kbRpmOO0kioIIOW2Ho5tZvT2mSrNY3ptJQgMBkWQDRsBYq1euQs/FfqLZg9+HKKJqccn8cTIEaWKR29NeueLW3LnwKng5VFCuRq/87fdjkgoqDeGgdddzExNkoAwjnE5LfqppAmQEEe1alCCoDrL5j6b4zDp9PIiVPdLguft7IgOh9USEtlOAGerl2sz8txaKpc1mcBVkTCapoZIsFg9Sjk2MZ3HhPlOUGD6xAEQx+3ZMhqCAGBtqyYbiLUewCq3zmmf57qJSv87jKaITdIqqyEOXqI5uUQM1EUGP6Bm9oFfnyXlz3p2PRWvByWeO0R85Xz8r7qRq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DesMyUUciPS19A0bk03dbznj53A=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIXZUZEXRZdOOygr1AZyxn0nQammSGJFMoQ1/Bl/AV3OrenbgTdz6JaTsLbf0h8OU/53CSP0w408Z1P53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auk4VYQ2Scxj1QlBU84kbRpmOO0kioIIOW2Ho5tZvT2mSrNY3ptJQgMBkWQDRsBYq1euQs/FfqLZg9+HKKJqccn8cTIEaWKR29NeueLW3LnwKng5VFCuRq/87fdjkgoqDeGgdddzExNkoAwjnE5LfqppAmQEEe1alCCoDrL5j6b4zDp9PIiVPdLguft7IgOh9USEtlOAGerl2sz8txaKpc1mcBVkTCapoZIsFg9Sjk2MZ3HhPlOUGD6xAEQx+3ZMhqCAGBtqyYbiLUewCq3zmmf57qJSv87jKaITdIqqyEOXqI5uUQM1EUGP6Bm9oFfnyXlz3p2PRWvByWeO0R85Xz8r7qRq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DesMyUUciPS19A0bk03dbznj53A=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAIXZUZEXRZdOOygr1AZyxn0nQammSGJFMoQ1/Bl/AV3OrenbgTdz6JaTsLbf0h8OU/53CSP0w408Z1P53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auk4VYQ2Scxj1QlBU84kbRpmOO0kioIIOW2Ho5tZvT2mSrNY3ptJQgMBkWQDRsBYq1euQs/FfqLZg9+HKKJqccn8cTIEaWKR29NeueLW3LnwKng5VFCuRq/87fdjkgoqDeGgdddzExNkoAwjnE5LfqppAmQEEe1alCCoDrL5j6b4zDp9PIiVPdLguft7IgOh9USEtlOAGerl2sz8txaKpc1mcBVkTCapoZIsFg9Sjk2MZ3HhPlOUGD6xAEQx+3ZMhqCAGBtqyYbiLUewCq3zmmf57qJSv87jKaITdIqqyEOXqI5uUQM1EUGP6Bm9oFfnyXlz3p2PRWvByWeO0R85Xz8r7qRq</latexit>

u †
" " 

†
# #

<latexit sha1_base64="ONaiOuwdRoUnLMCIp3Pt2WJuq6E=">AAACbXicbVFdSxtBFJ1dbRtjW7cVnxQZGkr7JLsitI9SX3yMYBLBTcPdySQZMl/M3FXCkh+qj/4B/4KTuNCa5MLA4XzMHc4UVgqPafoQxVvb795/aOw0dz9++ryXfPna9aZ0jHeYkcbdFOC5FJp3UKDkN9ZxUIXkvWJ6sdB7d9x5YfQ1zizvKxhrMRIMMFCDBEuaWy8GeWnBOXP/Nx/CeMzdClvld3YCGo2q9XltGJp7vSn4j98QHSSt9CRdDl0HWQ1apJ72IHkKF7JScY1Mgve3WWqxX4FDwSSfN/PScwtsCmN+G6AGxX2/WrYzp98DM6Qj48LRSJfs/4kKlPczVQSnApz4VW1BbtQKtbIZR7/7ldC2RK7Z6+JRKSkauqieDoXjDOUsAGBOhLdTNgEHDMMHNUMp2WoF66B7epIFfHXWOv9T19Mgh+Qb+Uky8ouck0vSJh3CyGNEop2oGT3HB/FRfPxqjaM6s0/eTPzjBchNv3k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONaiOuwdRoUnLMCIp3Pt2WJuq6E=">AAACbXicbVFdSxtBFJ1dbRtjW7cVnxQZGkr7JLsitI9SX3yMYBLBTcPdySQZMl/M3FXCkh+qj/4B/4KTuNCa5MLA4XzMHc4UVgqPafoQxVvb795/aOw0dz9++ryXfPna9aZ0jHeYkcbdFOC5FJp3UKDkN9ZxUIXkvWJ6sdB7d9x5YfQ1zizvKxhrMRIMMFCDBEuaWy8GeWnBOXP/Nx/CeMzdClvld3YCGo2q9XltGJp7vSn4j98QHSSt9CRdDl0HWQ1apJ72IHkKF7JScY1Mgve3WWqxX4FDwSSfN/PScwtsCmN+G6AGxX2/WrYzp98DM6Qj48LRSJfs/4kKlPczVQSnApz4VW1BbtQKtbIZR7/7ldC2RK7Z6+JRKSkauqieDoXjDOUsAGBOhLdTNgEHDMMHNUMp2WoF66B7epIFfHXWOv9T19Mgh+Qb+Uky8ouck0vSJh3CyGNEop2oGT3HB/FRfPxqjaM6s0/eTPzjBchNv3k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONaiOuwdRoUnLMCIp3Pt2WJuq6E=">AAACbXicbVFdSxtBFJ1dbRtjW7cVnxQZGkr7JLsitI9SX3yMYBLBTcPdySQZMl/M3FXCkh+qj/4B/4KTuNCa5MLA4XzMHc4UVgqPafoQxVvb795/aOw0dz9++ryXfPna9aZ0jHeYkcbdFOC5FJp3UKDkN9ZxUIXkvWJ6sdB7d9x5YfQ1zizvKxhrMRIMMFCDBEuaWy8GeWnBOXP/Nx/CeMzdClvld3YCGo2q9XltGJp7vSn4j98QHSSt9CRdDl0HWQ1apJ72IHkKF7JScY1Mgve3WWqxX4FDwSSfN/PScwtsCmN+G6AGxX2/WrYzp98DM6Qj48LRSJfs/4kKlPczVQSnApz4VW1BbtQKtbIZR7/7ldC2RK7Z6+JRKSkauqieDoXjDOUsAGBOhLdTNgEHDMMHNUMp2WoF66B7epIFfHXWOv9T19Mgh+Qb+Uky8ouck0vSJh3CyGNEop2oGT3HB/FRfPxqjaM6s0/eTPzjBchNv3k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ONaiOuwdRoUnLMCIp3Pt2WJuq6E=">AAACbXicbVFdSxtBFJ1dbRtjW7cVnxQZGkr7JLsitI9SX3yMYBLBTcPdySQZMl/M3FXCkh+qj/4B/4KTuNCa5MLA4XzMHc4UVgqPafoQxVvb795/aOw0dz9++ryXfPna9aZ0jHeYkcbdFOC5FJp3UKDkN9ZxUIXkvWJ6sdB7d9x5YfQ1zizvKxhrMRIMMFCDBEuaWy8GeWnBOXP/Nx/CeMzdClvld3YCGo2q9XltGJp7vSn4j98QHSSt9CRdDl0HWQ1apJ72IHkKF7JScY1Mgve3WWqxX4FDwSSfN/PScwtsCmN+G6AGxX2/WrYzp98DM6Qj48LRSJfs/4kKlPczVQSnApz4VW1BbtQKtbIZR7/7ldC2RK7Z6+JRKSkauqieDoXjDOUsAGBOhLdTNgEHDMMHNUMp2WoF66B7epIFfHXWOv9T19Mgh+Qb+Uky8ouck0vSJh3CyGNEop2oGT3HB/FRfPxqjaM6s0/eTPzjBchNv3k=</latexit>

u : †
" " 

†
# #:

<latexit sha1_base64="Z9dksX+Lilw6z5bHJVU3+n+hU28=">AAACdHicbVFNSwMxEM2uH9X6tepRD9EieCq7Iig9Fb14VLBWcGuZTdM2mC+SbKUs/aEe9Ud4Nq0LautA4PHevJnwJtOcWRfHb0G4tLyyWllbr25sbm3vRLt7D1blhtAWUVyZxwws5UzSlmOO00dtKIiM03b2cj3V2yNqLFPy3o017QgYSNZnBJynulGR40Z6lGrLummuwRj1+pz2YDCgBv9li3SkhyCdEqU+KRt66lX+Z/zhF61+5VGjG9XiejwrvAiSEtRQWbfd6MMPJbmg0hEO1j4lsXadAoxjhNNJNc0t1UBeYECfPJQgqO0Us5Am+MQzPdxXxj/p8Iz97ShAWDsWme8U4IZ2XpuS/2qZmNvs+pedgkmdOyrJ9+J+zrFTeHoB3GOGEsfHHgAxzP8dkyEYIM7fqepDSeYjWAQPZ/XE47vzWvOqjGcNHaBjdIoSdIGa6AbdohYi6D2oBFGwG3yGh2EtPPluDYPSs4/+VFj/ArpmwYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z9dksX+Lilw6z5bHJVU3+n+hU28=">AAACdHicbVFNSwMxEM2uH9X6tepRD9EieCq7Iig9Fb14VLBWcGuZTdM2mC+SbKUs/aEe9Ud4Nq0LautA4PHevJnwJtOcWRfHb0G4tLyyWllbr25sbm3vRLt7D1blhtAWUVyZxwws5UzSlmOO00dtKIiM03b2cj3V2yNqLFPy3o017QgYSNZnBJynulGR40Z6lGrLummuwRj1+pz2YDCgBv9li3SkhyCdEqU+KRt66lX+Z/zhF61+5VGjG9XiejwrvAiSEtRQWbfd6MMPJbmg0hEO1j4lsXadAoxjhNNJNc0t1UBeYECfPJQgqO0Us5Am+MQzPdxXxj/p8Iz97ShAWDsWme8U4IZ2XpuS/2qZmNvs+pedgkmdOyrJ9+J+zrFTeHoB3GOGEsfHHgAxzP8dkyEYIM7fqepDSeYjWAQPZ/XE47vzWvOqjGcNHaBjdIoSdIGa6AbdohYi6D2oBFGwG3yGh2EtPPluDYPSs4/+VFj/ArpmwYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z9dksX+Lilw6z5bHJVU3+n+hU28=">AAACdHicbVFNSwMxEM2uH9X6tepRD9EieCq7Iig9Fb14VLBWcGuZTdM2mC+SbKUs/aEe9Ud4Nq0LautA4PHevJnwJtOcWRfHb0G4tLyyWllbr25sbm3vRLt7D1blhtAWUVyZxwws5UzSlmOO00dtKIiM03b2cj3V2yNqLFPy3o017QgYSNZnBJynulGR40Z6lGrLummuwRj1+pz2YDCgBv9li3SkhyCdEqU+KRt66lX+Z/zhF61+5VGjG9XiejwrvAiSEtRQWbfd6MMPJbmg0hEO1j4lsXadAoxjhNNJNc0t1UBeYECfPJQgqO0Us5Am+MQzPdxXxj/p8Iz97ShAWDsWme8U4IZ2XpuS/2qZmNvs+pedgkmdOyrJ9+J+zrFTeHoB3GOGEsfHHgAxzP8dkyEYIM7fqepDSeYjWAQPZ/XE47vzWvOqjGcNHaBjdIoSdIGa6AbdohYi6D2oBFGwG3yGh2EtPPluDYPSs4/+VFj/ArpmwYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z9dksX+Lilw6z5bHJVU3+n+hU28=">AAACdHicbVFNSwMxEM2uH9X6tepRD9EieCq7Iig9Fb14VLBWcGuZTdM2mC+SbKUs/aEe9Ud4Nq0LautA4PHevJnwJtOcWRfHb0G4tLyyWllbr25sbm3vRLt7D1blhtAWUVyZxwws5UzSlmOO00dtKIiM03b2cj3V2yNqLFPy3o017QgYSNZnBJynulGR40Z6lGrLummuwRj1+pz2YDCgBv9li3SkhyCdEqU+KRt66lX+Z/zhF61+5VGjG9XiejwrvAiSEtRQWbfd6MMPJbmg0hEO1j4lsXadAoxjhNNJNc0t1UBeYECfPJQgqO0Us5Am+MQzPdxXxj/p8Iz97ShAWDsWme8U4IZ2XpuS/2qZmNvs+pedgkmdOyrJ9+J+zrFTeHoB3GOGEsfHHgAxzP8dkyEYIM7fqepDSeYjWAQPZ/XE47vzWvOqjGcNHaBjdIoSdIGa6AbdohYi6D2oBFGwG3yGh2EtPPluDYPSs4/+VFj/ArpmwYo=</latexit>

+=

self-energy interaction

�um
⇣
 †
" " �  †

# #

⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="FDscCJ+peYkHmTsEkB0DbIGbaWM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FDscCJ+peYkHmTsEkB0DbIGbaWM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FDscCJ+peYkHmTsEkB0DbIGbaWM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FDscCJ+peYkHmTsEkB0DbIGbaWM=">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</latexit>
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Interaction

Larmor theorem: q=0 
excitation must be at EZ 

3

outside the particle-hole continuum, leaving it with no
decay channel. However, in the U(1) spin liquid, there
is an additional branch of low energy excitations due to
the gauge field, dispersing as ! ⇠ k3. The very flat dis-
persion of the gauge excitations suggests it may act as a
momentum sink, so that, for example, an excitation con-
sisting of a particle-hole pair plus a gauge quantum may
exist in the “forbidden” region where the bare particle-
hole continuum vanishes and the spin wave mode lives. It
is therefore critical to understand the e↵ect of the gauge
interactions upon the dynamical susceptibility.

To this end, we consider the dressing of the particle-
hole bubble �0 by gauge propagators. Guided by the
above thinking, we expect that it is su�cient to consider
all diagrams with a single gauge propagator. This in-
volves two diagrams with self-energy contributions, and
a third which constitutes a vertex renormalization (see
Fig. 3). In the following, we denote this dressed by gauge
field fluctuations correction to the transverse susceptibil-
ity as �1

±(q,!). As shown by Kim et al. [13] for similar
diagrams for the density correlations and optical conduc-
tivity, there are important cancellations between self en-
ergy and vertex corrections, which are needed to obtain
the proper long wavelength behavior of �1. We find

�1
±(q, i!n) = �c̃

⌫0vF �1/3

�4/3

!7/3
n (vF q)2(i!n � 2!B � uM)

[(i!n � 2!B � uM)2 � v2F q
2]5/2

(9)
Therefore, indeed, the dressed bubble has a non-zero
imaginary part =�1

± in the previously kinematically for-
bidden region below the particle-hole continuum. This
is a new continuum weight. However, the weight in
this new continuum contribution vanishes quadratically
in momentum as q = 0 is approached. This is an im-
portant check on the calculations, since the Larmor the-
orem still applies to the full theory with the gauge field,
which implies that precisely at zero momentum, there
can be no new contributions. The frequency dependence
is, however, non-trivial. What are the implications for
the spin collective mode? We evaluate this by using the
RPA formula of Eq. (3), but replacing �0

± by �0
± + �1

±,
the susceptibility dressed by gauge fluctuations. With
this approximation, we see that the q2 dependence of
=�̃1

±(q,! ⇡ 2!B) / (2!B)7/3v2F q
2/(uM)4 is su�cient

to ensure that the width (in energy) of the collective
spin mode becomes narrow compared to its frequency at
small momentum: this is the standard criteria for sharp-
ness and observability of a collective excitation. The fi-
nal result for the dynamical susceptibility is summarized
in Fig. ??. Away from the zero momentum axis there
is always non-zero continuum weight, which is the sum
of several distinct contributions. Inside this continuum,
the spin collective mode appears as a resonance which is
asymptotically sharp at small momentum.

The above results apply to the case in which SU(2) spin
rotation symmetry is broken only by the applied Zeeman

=
� �

+
� �

��

FIG. 1. Dyson equation for the spinon Green’s function.
Thick (thin) line denotes renormalized (bare) Green’s func-
tion with spin � =", #. Zigzag (magenta) lines denote lo-
cal repulsion u. The tadpole diagram represents self-energy
⌃� = un̄��.

+ + +...Eq.(3)=
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"
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"
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FIG. 2. Ladder series for the transverse susceptibility. Zigzag
(magenta) lines denote local repulsion u. The bare bubble
diagram is �0

±. Open circle denotes spin-flipping vertex.

field. Breaking of the SU(2) invariance by anisotropies in-
validates the Larmor theorem and causes a shift and more
importantly a broadening of the spin collective mode even
at zero momentum. This is of particular importance for
electron spin resonance, which has high energy resolu-
tion but measures directly at zero momentum only. The
way in which the resonance is broadened depends in de-
tail on the nature of the anisotropy, the orientation of
the applied magnetic field, etc., so it is not possible to
give a single general result. Instead, we provide one (or
two?) example(s) of this physics. In particular we con-
sider the influence of a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
in the spin system, which is typically the dominant form
of anisotropy for weakly spin-orbit coupled systems, pro-
vided it is symmetry allowed by the lattice.
OS: we may also use figure 4 below.
Go back and recapitulate our earlier calcula-

tions. DM manifests as a Rashba-like term for

the spinons. We obtain a complete scaling func-

tion in a certain limit...

Can we include some simplistic discussion for

XXZ exchange anisotropy?

Physical implications – need ESR and inelastic neu-
tron scattering at small q and finite magnetic field. Has
been recently done in YbMgGaO4 - no separate from PH

+ +Eq.(9)=
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FIG. 3. Leading gauge field corrections �1
± to the suscepti-

bility. Wavy (blue) lines denote gauge field propagator.
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liquid. This is expected to give rise to two-particle con-
tinuum contributions to the dynamical structure factor,
which appear more characteristic of a weakly correlated
metal than a strongly correlated Mott insulator. When
treated as non-interacting fermions, this continuum has
a characteristic shape at small frequency and wavevector
in the presence of an applied Zeeman magnetic field, as
discussed in [14]. In particular, there is non-zero spec-
tral weight in a wedge-shaped region which terminates
at a single point along the energy axis at zero momen-
tum. The purpose of the present work is to determine
the modification of this spectrum by spinon interactions
and gauge fluctuations.

An important constraint follows purely from symme-
try. Provided the Hamiltonian in zero magnetic field has
SU(2) symmetry, a Zeeman magnetic field leads to a fully
determined structure factor at zero momentum. Specif-
ically, the Larmor/Kohn theorem [15] dictates that the
only response at q = 0, �00

? ⇠ M�(!� 2!B), where M is
the magnetization and !B is the spinon Zeeman energy.
For free fermions, the delta function is precisely at the
corner of the spinon particle-hole continuum (also known
as the two-spinon continuum). However, the contact ex-
change interaction shifts up the particle-hole continuum,
at small momentum q, away from the Zeeman energy
2!B to 2!B + uM . This is seen by the trivial Hartree
self-energy ⌃" = un̄#, ⌃# = un̄", where n̄� is the expec-
tation value of spin-� spinon density in the presence of
magnetic field, see Fig. 1. Consequently, for the Larmor
theorem to be obeyed, there must be a collective trans-

verse spin mode at small momenta.

Indeed, this physics is not unique to spin liquids but
applies to paramagnetic metals. Historically, the Silin
spin wave mode was predicted for non-ferromagnetic met-
als by Silin in 1958 within Landau Fermi liquid theory
[16–19], and observed via conduction electron spin res-
onance (CESR) in 1967 [20]. Detailed theory, derived
within Landau Fermi-liquid framework [21] (k-dependent
g-factor [22]), is analogous to the more well-known zero
sound, albeit in the spin rather than density channel.
Unlike zero sound, an external magnetic field is required
in order to shift the particle-hole continuum up along
the energy axis to allow for the undamped collective spin
wave to appear in the triangle-shaped window below it.
The spin wave mode is most conveniently described by
the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), which corre-
sponds to a standard resummation of particle-hole lad-
der diagrams. For the particular case of a momentum-
independent contact interaction, one has (see Fig. 2)

�(q, i!n) =
�0(q, i!n)

1 + u�0(q, i!n)
, (3)

where �0(q, i!n) is the bare susceptibility bubble, cal-
culated using the spinon Green’s functions including the

Hartree shift. For the susceptibility transverse to the field

�0
±(q, i!n) =

1

�V

X

kn,k

1

ikn � ✏k + !B � gn̄#

⇥ 1

ikn + i!n � ✏k+q � !B � gn̄"
. (4)

Here !n, kn are bosonic and fermionic Matsubara fre-
quencies, respectively. Simple calculation, followed by
the analytical continuation i!n ! ! + i0, gives

<�0
±(q,!) =

Msign(! � 2!B � uM)p
(! � 2!B � uM)2 � v2F q

2
,

=�0
±(q,!) =

�Mp
v2F q

2 � (! � 2!B � uM)2
, (5)

where M = n̄" � n̄# is (twice) the magnetization, and
square-roots are defined when their arguments are posi-
tive. The real/imaginary spin susceptibility describes do-
mains outside/inside two-spinon continuum in the (q,!)
plane, correspondingly. At q = 0

�0
±(q = 0,!) =

M

! � 2!B � uM + i0
, (6)

and therefore =�0
±(q = 0,!) ⇠ �(! � 2!B � uM): the

position of the two-spinon continuum renormalized by
the interaction shift. However, inserting (6) in the RPA
formula (3) one finds that the RPA successfully recovers
Larmor theorem at zero momentum for the interacting
SU(2)-invariant system,

�±(q = 0, i!n) =
M

! � 2!B + i0
. (7)

Therefore the contribution at q = 0 is solely from the
collective mode, with no spectral weight from the contin-
uum at 2!B+uM . Dispersion of the collective spin mode
is obtained with the help of (5) and =� = =�0/[(1 +
u<�0)2 + (u=�0)2],

!swave(q) = 2!B + uM �
q

u2M2 + v2F q
2. (8)

For small q ⌧ uM/vF the collective mode is dispersing
downward quadratically ! ⇡ 2!B�(vF q)2/(2uM), while
in the opposite limit q � uM/vF it approaches the low
boundary of the two-spinon continuum, ! ⇡ 2!B+uM�
vF q. Retaining quadratic in q terms in (4) will lead to
the termination of the collective mode at some qmax at
which the spin wave enters the two-spinon continuum.

The above discussion is identical to that for a conven-
tional Fermi liquid, and indeed the observation [20] of
the Silin mode in 1967, which occurred soon after the
detection of the zero sound in He3 [23], was considered
to be one of the first proofs of the validity of the Landau
theory of Fermi-liquids [24]. In the Fermi liquid case,
the sharpness of the mode is established by its falling
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Larmor theorem: q=0 
excitation must be at EZ 

3

outside the particle-hole continuum, leaving it with no
decay channel. However, in the U(1) spin liquid, there
is an additional branch of low energy excitations due to
the gauge field, dispersing as ! ⇠ k3. The very flat dis-
persion of the gauge excitations suggests it may act as a
momentum sink, so that, for example, an excitation con-
sisting of a particle-hole pair plus a gauge quantum may
exist in the “forbidden” region where the bare particle-
hole continuum vanishes and the spin wave mode lives. It
is therefore critical to understand the e↵ect of the gauge
interactions upon the dynamical susceptibility.

To this end, we consider the dressing of the particle-
hole bubble �0 by gauge propagators. Guided by the
above thinking, we expect that it is su�cient to consider
all diagrams with a single gauge propagator. This in-
volves two diagrams with self-energy contributions, and
a third which constitutes a vertex renormalization (see
Fig. 3). In the following, we denote this dressed by gauge
field fluctuations correction to the transverse susceptibil-
ity as �1

±(q,!). As shown by Kim et al. [13] for similar
diagrams for the density correlations and optical conduc-
tivity, there are important cancellations between self en-
ergy and vertex corrections, which are needed to obtain
the proper long wavelength behavior of �1. We find

�1
±(q, i!n) = �c̃

⌫0vF �1/3

�4/3

!7/3
n (vF q)2(i!n � 2!B � uM)

[(i!n � 2!B � uM)2 � v2F q
2]5/2

(9)
Therefore, indeed, the dressed bubble has a non-zero
imaginary part =�1

± in the previously kinematically for-
bidden region below the particle-hole continuum. This
is a new continuum weight. However, the weight in
this new continuum contribution vanishes quadratically
in momentum as q = 0 is approached. This is an im-
portant check on the calculations, since the Larmor the-
orem still applies to the full theory with the gauge field,
which implies that precisely at zero momentum, there
can be no new contributions. The frequency dependence
is, however, non-trivial. What are the implications for
the spin collective mode? We evaluate this by using the
RPA formula of Eq. (3), but replacing �0

± by �0
± + �1

±,
the susceptibility dressed by gauge fluctuations. With
this approximation, we see that the q2 dependence of
=�̃1

±(q,! ⇡ 2!B) / (2!B)7/3v2F q
2/(uM)4 is su�cient

to ensure that the width (in energy) of the collective
spin mode becomes narrow compared to its frequency at
small momentum: this is the standard criteria for sharp-
ness and observability of a collective excitation. The fi-
nal result for the dynamical susceptibility is summarized
in Fig. ??. Away from the zero momentum axis there
is always non-zero continuum weight, which is the sum
of several distinct contributions. Inside this continuum,
the spin collective mode appears as a resonance which is
asymptotically sharp at small momentum.

The above results apply to the case in which SU(2) spin
rotation symmetry is broken only by the applied Zeeman

=
� �

+
� �

��

FIG. 1. Dyson equation for the spinon Green’s function.
Thick (thin) line denotes renormalized (bare) Green’s func-
tion with spin � =", #. Zigzag (magenta) lines denote lo-
cal repulsion u. The tadpole diagram represents self-energy
⌃� = un̄��.

+ + +...Eq.(3)=
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"
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FIG. 2. Ladder series for the transverse susceptibility. Zigzag
(magenta) lines denote local repulsion u. The bare bubble
diagram is �0

±. Open circle denotes spin-flipping vertex.

field. Breaking of the SU(2) invariance by anisotropies in-
validates the Larmor theorem and causes a shift and more
importantly a broadening of the spin collective mode even
at zero momentum. This is of particular importance for
electron spin resonance, which has high energy resolu-
tion but measures directly at zero momentum only. The
way in which the resonance is broadened depends in de-
tail on the nature of the anisotropy, the orientation of
the applied magnetic field, etc., so it is not possible to
give a single general result. Instead, we provide one (or
two?) example(s) of this physics. In particular we con-
sider the influence of a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
in the spin system, which is typically the dominant form
of anisotropy for weakly spin-orbit coupled systems, pro-
vided it is symmetry allowed by the lattice.
OS: we may also use figure 4 below.
Go back and recapitulate our earlier calcula-

tions. DM manifests as a Rashba-like term for

the spinons. We obtain a complete scaling func-

tion in a certain limit...

Can we include some simplistic discussion for

XXZ exchange anisotropy?

Physical implications – need ESR and inelastic neu-
tron scattering at small q and finite magnetic field. Has
been recently done in YbMgGaO4 - no separate from PH

+ +Eq.(9)=
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FIG. 3. Leading gauge field corrections �1
± to the suscepti-

bility. Wavy (blue) lines denote gauge field propagator.
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liquid. This is expected to give rise to two-particle con-
tinuum contributions to the dynamical structure factor,
which appear more characteristic of a weakly correlated
metal than a strongly correlated Mott insulator. When
treated as non-interacting fermions, this continuum has
a characteristic shape at small frequency and wavevector
in the presence of an applied Zeeman magnetic field, as
discussed in [14]. In particular, there is non-zero spec-
tral weight in a wedge-shaped region which terminates
at a single point along the energy axis at zero momen-
tum. The purpose of the present work is to determine
the modification of this spectrum by spinon interactions
and gauge fluctuations.

An important constraint follows purely from symme-
try. Provided the Hamiltonian in zero magnetic field has
SU(2) symmetry, a Zeeman magnetic field leads to a fully
determined structure factor at zero momentum. Specif-
ically, the Larmor/Kohn theorem [15] dictates that the
only response at q = 0, �00

? ⇠ M�(!� 2!B), where M is
the magnetization and !B is the spinon Zeeman energy.
For free fermions, the delta function is precisely at the
corner of the spinon particle-hole continuum (also known
as the two-spinon continuum). However, the contact ex-
change interaction shifts up the particle-hole continuum,
at small momentum q, away from the Zeeman energy
2!B to 2!B + uM . This is seen by the trivial Hartree
self-energy ⌃" = un̄#, ⌃# = un̄", where n̄� is the expec-
tation value of spin-� spinon density in the presence of
magnetic field, see Fig. 1. Consequently, for the Larmor
theorem to be obeyed, there must be a collective trans-

verse spin mode at small momenta.

Indeed, this physics is not unique to spin liquids but
applies to paramagnetic metals. Historically, the Silin
spin wave mode was predicted for non-ferromagnetic met-
als by Silin in 1958 within Landau Fermi liquid theory
[16–19], and observed via conduction electron spin res-
onance (CESR) in 1967 [20]. Detailed theory, derived
within Landau Fermi-liquid framework [21] (k-dependent
g-factor [22]), is analogous to the more well-known zero
sound, albeit in the spin rather than density channel.
Unlike zero sound, an external magnetic field is required
in order to shift the particle-hole continuum up along
the energy axis to allow for the undamped collective spin
wave to appear in the triangle-shaped window below it.
The spin wave mode is most conveniently described by
the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), which corre-
sponds to a standard resummation of particle-hole lad-
der diagrams. For the particular case of a momentum-
independent contact interaction, one has (see Fig. 2)

�(q, i!n) =
�0(q, i!n)

1 + u�0(q, i!n)
, (3)

where �0(q, i!n) is the bare susceptibility bubble, cal-
culated using the spinon Green’s functions including the

Hartree shift. For the susceptibility transverse to the field

�0
±(q, i!n) =

1

�V

X

kn,k

1

ikn � ✏k + !B � gn̄#

⇥ 1

ikn + i!n � ✏k+q � !B � gn̄"
. (4)

Here !n, kn are bosonic and fermionic Matsubara fre-
quencies, respectively. Simple calculation, followed by
the analytical continuation i!n ! ! + i0, gives

<�0
±(q,!) =

Msign(! � 2!B � uM)p
(! � 2!B � uM)2 � v2F q

2
,

=�0
±(q,!) =

�Mp
v2F q

2 � (! � 2!B � uM)2
, (5)

where M = n̄" � n̄# is (twice) the magnetization, and
square-roots are defined when their arguments are posi-
tive. The real/imaginary spin susceptibility describes do-
mains outside/inside two-spinon continuum in the (q,!)
plane, correspondingly. At q = 0

�0
±(q = 0,!) =

M

! � 2!B � uM + i0
, (6)

and therefore =�0
±(q = 0,!) ⇠ �(! � 2!B � uM): the

position of the two-spinon continuum renormalized by
the interaction shift. However, inserting (6) in the RPA
formula (3) one finds that the RPA successfully recovers
Larmor theorem at zero momentum for the interacting
SU(2)-invariant system,

�±(q = 0, i!n) =
M

! � 2!B + i0
. (7)

Therefore the contribution at q = 0 is solely from the
collective mode, with no spectral weight from the contin-
uum at 2!B+uM . Dispersion of the collective spin mode
is obtained with the help of (5) and =� = =�0/[(1 +
u<�0)2 + (u=�0)2],

!swave(q) = 2!B + uM �
q

u2M2 + v2F q
2. (8)

For small q ⌧ uM/vF the collective mode is dispersing
downward quadratically ! ⇡ 2!B�(vF q)2/(2uM), while
in the opposite limit q � uM/vF it approaches the low
boundary of the two-spinon continuum, ! ⇡ 2!B+uM�
vF q. Retaining quadratic in q terms in (4) will lead to
the termination of the collective mode at some qmax at
which the spin wave enters the two-spinon continuum.

The above discussion is identical to that for a conven-
tional Fermi liquid, and indeed the observation [20] of
the Silin mode in 1967, which occurred soon after the
detection of the zero sound in He3 [23], was considered
to be one of the first proofs of the validity of the Landau
theory of Fermi-liquids [24]. In the Fermi liquid case,
the sharpness of the mode is established by its falling

RPA

pole: collective mode

! = EZ + um�
q

u2m2 + v2F q
2
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3-particle process:
E = Ep/h(q � k) + Ephoton(k)
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Does this smear out all the Fermi liquid structure?

Simple picture:
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outside the particle-hole continuum, leaving it with no
decay channel. However, in the U(1) spin liquid, there
is an additional branch of low energy excitations due to
the gauge field, dispersing as ! ⇠ k3. The very flat dis-
persion of the gauge excitations suggests it may act as a
momentum sink, so that, for example, an excitation con-
sisting of a particle-hole pair plus a gauge quantum may
exist in the “forbidden” region where the bare particle-
hole continuum vanishes and the spin wave mode lives. It
is therefore critical to understand the e↵ect of the gauge
interactions upon the dynamical susceptibility.

To this end, we consider the dressing of the particle-
hole bubble �0 by gauge propagators. Guided by the
above thinking, we expect that it is su�cient to consider
all diagrams with a single gauge propagator. This in-
volves two diagrams with self-energy contributions, and
a third which constitutes a vertex renormalization (see
Fig. 3). In the following, we denote this dressed by gauge
field fluctuations correction to the transverse susceptibil-
ity as �1

±(q,!). As shown by Kim et al. [13] for similar
diagrams for the density correlations and optical conduc-
tivity, there are important cancellations between self en-
ergy and vertex corrections, which are needed to obtain
the proper long wavelength behavior of �1. We find

�1
±(q, i!n) = �c̃

⌫0vF �1/3

�4/3

!7/3
n (vF q)2(i!n � 2!B � uM)

[(i!n � 2!B � uM)2 � v2F q
2]5/2

(9)
Therefore, indeed, the dressed bubble has a non-zero
imaginary part =�1

± in the previously kinematically for-
bidden region below the particle-hole continuum. This
is a new continuum weight. However, the weight in
this new continuum contribution vanishes quadratically
in momentum as q = 0 is approached. This is an im-
portant check on the calculations, since the Larmor the-
orem still applies to the full theory with the gauge field,
which implies that precisely at zero momentum, there
can be no new contributions. The frequency dependence
is, however, non-trivial. What are the implications for
the spin collective mode? We evaluate this by using the
RPA formula of Eq. (3), but replacing �0

± by �0
± + �1

±,
the susceptibility dressed by gauge fluctuations. With
this approximation, we see that the q2 dependence of
=�̃1

±(q,! ⇡ 2!B) / (2!B)7/3v2F q
2/(uM)4 is su�cient

to ensure that the width (in energy) of the collective
spin mode becomes narrow compared to its frequency at
small momentum: this is the standard criteria for sharp-
ness and observability of a collective excitation. The fi-
nal result for the dynamical susceptibility is summarized
in Fig. ??. Away from the zero momentum axis there
is always non-zero continuum weight, which is the sum
of several distinct contributions. Inside this continuum,
the spin collective mode appears as a resonance which is
asymptotically sharp at small momentum.

The above results apply to the case in which SU(2) spin
rotation symmetry is broken only by the applied Zeeman

=
� �

+
� �

��

FIG. 1. Dyson equation for the spinon Green’s function.
Thick (thin) line denotes renormalized (bare) Green’s func-
tion with spin � =", #. Zigzag (magenta) lines denote lo-
cal repulsion u. The tadpole diagram represents self-energy
⌃� = un̄��.

+ + +...Eq.(3)=

"

#

"

#

"

#

FIG. 2. Ladder series for the transverse susceptibility. Zigzag
(magenta) lines denote local repulsion u. The bare bubble
diagram is �0

±. Open circle denotes spin-flipping vertex.

field. Breaking of the SU(2) invariance by anisotropies in-
validates the Larmor theorem and causes a shift and more
importantly a broadening of the spin collective mode even
at zero momentum. This is of particular importance for
electron spin resonance, which has high energy resolu-
tion but measures directly at zero momentum only. The
way in which the resonance is broadened depends in de-
tail on the nature of the anisotropy, the orientation of
the applied magnetic field, etc., so it is not possible to
give a single general result. Instead, we provide one (or
two?) example(s) of this physics. In particular we con-
sider the influence of a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
in the spin system, which is typically the dominant form
of anisotropy for weakly spin-orbit coupled systems, pro-
vided it is symmetry allowed by the lattice.
OS: we may also use figure 4 below.
Go back and recapitulate our earlier calcula-

tions. DM manifests as a Rashba-like term for

the spinons. We obtain a complete scaling func-

tion in a certain limit...

Can we include some simplistic discussion for

XXZ exchange anisotropy?

Physical implications – need ESR and inelastic neu-
tron scattering at small q and finite magnetic field. Has
been recently done in YbMgGaO4 - no separate from PH

+ +Eq.(9)=

"

#

"

#

"

#

FIG. 3. Leading gauge field corrections �1
± to the suscepti-

bility. Wavy (blue) lines denote gauge field propagator.

Actual calculation:

4

FIG. 4. Magnetic excitation spectrum of an interacting U(1)
spin liquid with spinon Fermi surface.

continuum excitations seen. Why?!
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Supplementary Material

Gauge field corrections to the bubble

In the main text, we show that coupling to the gauge field induces spectral weight outside the region of the particle-
hole continuum of the free fermion theory. On physical grounds, this is expected because in addition to the fermionic
“quasiparticles” (we use quotes because they are not gauge invariant and have a non-Fermi liquid self-energy) the
system possesses collective gauge excitations with a very soft dispersion relation ! ⇠ k3. By creating a particle-hole
pair and a photon, one may shunt enough of the total momentum of the excitation in to the photon to bring the
remainder into the kinematically allowed region for particle-hole pairs, and because the energy of the photon is so
small, this should be possible at just about any energy. With this picture in mind, we seek contributions to the
dynamical spin structure factor with a single gauge field propagator, because “cutting” this line corresponds to a
single excited photon excitation. With a single gauge propagator, there are three diagrams, as shown in Fig. ??. In
the first and second contributions, ⇧1(q,!n) and ⇧2(q,!n), the gauge line does not cross the particle-hole bubble,
so the gauge field acts here as a self-energy correction to one of the two fermion lines. In the third diagram, the
gauge line crosses the bubble, so this is not a self-energy term but instead a vertex correction. Care must be taken to
combine all three terms because, as shown by Kim et al[13], there are important cancellations between them which
are required to maintain gauge invariance and avoid unphysical results at low frequency and momentum.

c.f.

Im�± ⇠ q2!7/3
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Third, alongside purely fundamental interests, the properties-
on-demand strategy is pertinent in the quest to create devices based 
on new physical principles. For example, few-cycle optical pulses 
allow one to modulate the conductivity even in wide-bandgap insu-
lators (Fig. 1c). Another actively pursued direction is to exploit 
anomalously strong responses to weak stimuli that are inherent to 
quantum materials. Fashioning a Mott transistor17,18 is one exam-
ple of this concept. Memory effects rooted in electronic/structural 
phase separation19 and/or electronic correlations are closely related 
to quantum materials; memory effects are essential for the solid-
state implementations of biologically inspired circuits20 and may 
also facilitate energy-efficient computing. Yet another control route 
is provided by the Berry phase that underpins the tuning of topo-
logical conducting channels7,8,21. The same physics is essential for 
optical control of the valley degree of freedom in quantum materials 
with hexagonal lattices22, including graphene and transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs). Likewise, the chirality of both electronic 
and photonic23,24 effects in quantum materials can be manipulated: 
chiral currents and propagating chiral hybrid light–matter modes 
known as polaritons can benefit from topological protection against 
backscattering25–27. Berry phase effects also underlie the phenom-
enon of ‘shift currents’—an optically induced charge separation 
arising from asymmetry in the electronic wavefunctions—which 
provides a new paradigm for designing high-performance opti-
cal-frequency conversion and photovoltaic materials28,29. Recent 
studies of transition metal monopnictide-based Weyl semimetals 
(discussed in ‘Topological phenomena under control’) that exhibit 
the requisite band topology have revealed giant second-order non-
linear optical responses30,31. Another promising device concept is an 

optically pumped low-threshold laser based on a monolayer of the 
prototypical TMD material WSe2

32. Other emerging applications are 
discussed in the companion Review by Tokura et al.33.

Ways and means of quantum control
In this section, we survey state-of-the-art methods (Fig. 2) that can 
be used to fine-tune a quantum material through its free energy 
landscape and briefly discuss the types of quantum phases that are 
accessible.

Static external perturbations. These offer the most controlled 
means of property tuning since thermal equilibrium is maintained 
throughout the process. Hydrostatic pressurization, typically applied 
using diamond anvil cells, is one approach that is commonly used 
to increase the orbital wavefunction overlap between neighbouring 
sites in a crystal, in turn increasing the ratio of kinetic (inter-site 
charge hopping) to potential (on-site Coulomb repulsion) energy. 
Pressure is often exploited to continuously tune a material across 
the Mott insulator-to-metal or even superconductor34 phase bound-
ary, which can be accompanied by an orders of magnitude resistivity 
change (Fig. 3a).

Heterostructuring. A large number of material parameters can 
be tuned by static perturbation of two-dimensional systems based 
on mechanically exfoliated nanoflakes or layer-by-layer epitaxy. 
Heterostructures offer pathways to induce energy gaps in the elec-
tronic structure by superlattice modulation, magnetic/superconduct-
ing proximity effects35,36, or even to generate giant pseudomagnetic 
fields (>300  T) with substrate defects all giving rise to striking 
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• Phase diagrams, phase transitions
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Figure 1 | The properties-on-demand approach. a, Photoexcitation of the surface states in Bi2Se3 crystals results in hybrid light–matter Floquet–Bloch 
states that manifest themselves as replicas of the original band structure. b, Phase diagram of a prototypical cuprate high-Tc superconductor YBa2Cu3Ox 
(YBCO) in zero magnetic field (top) and in a magnetic field of 50 tesla (bottom). Grey domes depict the superconducting phase. CDW, charge density 
wave; SDW, spin density wave; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance. TXRD points display the onset of CDW modulations observed in X-ray diffraction data. 
c, Schematic of a metal–dielectric nanojunction. A few-cycle optical waveform reversibly increases the conductivity of amorphous SiO2 by more than 
18 orders of magnitude within 1 femtosecond, allowing electric currents to be driven, directed and switched by the instantaneous light field. Adapted from 
ref. 10, Macmillan Publishers Ltd (a); ref. 12, Macmillan Publishers Ltd (b); and ref. 13, Macmillan Publishers Ltd (c).
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Floquet-Bloch states in Bi2Se3 Photo-induced conductivity changes in K3C60

Wang et al, Science 2013 Mitrano et al, Nature 2016

Couple to electrons Couple to phonons?

How about spins?



Sr2IrO4

Square lattice antiferromagnet Strong SOC

Good venue for light-spin interactions



Ultrafast experiments
Gufeng Zhang et al, Averitt group, UCSD, in preparation

Kerr angle ~ magnetization
“Resonant” versus 

“non-resonant”



Phenomena
1.3 𝜇m 9 𝜇m

• Oscillation frequency 0.57THz = 2meV independent of 
details of pump: intrinsic magnon energy  

• Pumping much more efficient for 9micron light.

𝜃K =.24 mrad mJ-1 cm2𝜃K =.029 mrad mJ-1 cm2
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Questions 
• What is the magnon oscillation and why is it visible?   
• How is the magnon excited by sub-gap light?



Phenomena

m

θ

types of twin (T) domains. The deformation is accompa-
nied by magnetic birefringence between the f111g plane
and the h111i direction. NiO is a charge-transfer insulator
with a 4 eV band gap. The intragap optical transition in the
midinfrared to visible region is ascribed to the d-d tran-
sitions of the Ni2þð3d8Þ electrons [20].

A NiO single crystal grown by the floating-zone method
was polished into (111)-oriented platelets with lateral di-
mensions of a few millimeters and a thickness of
’100 !m. To obtain T domains of 0.1–1 mm, the platelets
were annealed in an argon-oxygen mixture with small
oxygen partial pressure at 1400 $C [21]. Four types of T
domains were distinguished in the cross-Nicol configura-
tion [22]. For the pump-probe measurement, we selected a
single T domain with the (1!11) plane different from the
sample surface (111), as shown in Fig. 1(a).

The temporal evolution of the polarization rotation and
transmission was measured at 77 K with a pump-probe
setup with no external magnetic field [Fig. 1(b)]. Linearly
polarized light from a Ti:sapphire laser with a wavelength
of 792 nm, a pulse width of 120 fs, and a repetition rate of
1 kHz was used as the probe. Circularly polarized optical
pulses with a wavelength of 1280 nm, generated by an
optical parametric amplifier, were used as the pump. The
pump and probe beams were incident at 7$ and 0$, respec-
tively, and focused onto the sample surface to spot sizes of
about 100 and 40 !m, respectively. The pump fluence was
10 mJ=cm2, which corresponds to the absorption of about
one photon per 104 Ni2þ ions. The transmitted probe beam
was divided into two orthogonally polarized components

for obtaining the polarization rotation and the transmission
change.
To clarify the spin-related contribution, we examined the

response after photoexcitation with different time delays.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the polarization rotation and the
transmission change, respectively, versus the time delay
between the probe beam and the pump beam. The inset in
Fig. 2 shows the polarization rotation of the probe beam
near zero delay. Here the signal is compared for "ðþÞ and
"ð%Þ polarized pump beams at fixed laser fluence. In
Fig. 2, two processes can be distinguished: (1) a fast
(quasi-instantaneous) change of the polarization rotation
within the time of the pulse action (inset) and (2) damped
oscillations of the polarization rotation which persists for
much longer times (upper frame).
In regime (1), for short time delays (&1 ps), the rotation

exceeded 20 mrad when the pump and the probe beams
overlapped temporally. The full width at half maximum of
the signal was about 200 fs, which reflects the duration of
the pump and probe pulses. In regime (2), damped oscil-
lations of the signal were observed at times longer than
10 ps. For both time intervals, the sign of the signal
changes with reversal of the pump helicity, which is a clear
indication of the nonthermal origin of the effect. Note the
significant difference in the amplitude of the rotation angle
observed at these two time scales (&0:2 and &1 ps) that
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Geometry of the experiment. The
(111) direction coincides with the normal to the sample; the
(1!11) direction (x axis), y axis, and z axis, respectively, are the
hard, medium, and easy axes for the T domain of our measure-
ment (red triangle). (b) Schematic diagram of the experimental
setup. (P: polarizer; WP: Wollaston prism; GI: gated integrator).

(c),(d) Schematics of the oscillations of vectors ~l and ~m (blue and
red arrows, respectively) for the out-of-plane and in-plane modes
of the spin oscillations.

FIG. 2 (color online). Time-resolved (a) polarization rotation
and (b) transmission change in NiO (111) for pump helicities
"ðþ;%Þ. Pump wavelength: #e ¼ 1280 nm; probe wavelength:
#p ¼ 792 nm.

PRL 105, 077402 (2010) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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077402-2

c.f. T. Satoh et al, 2010 - NiO
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Questions 
• What is the magnon oscillation and why is it visible?   
• How is the magnon excited by sub-gap light?



Magnons
• Gross features: square lattice Heisenberg antiferromagnet

in the strong SOC limit, on which a novel platform for high
temperature superconductivity (HTSC) may be designed.

In the last few years, RIXS has become a powerful tool
to study magnetic excitations [11]. We report measurement
of single magnons using hard x rays, which has comple-
mentary advantages over soft x rays, as detailed later on.
The RIXS measurements were performed at the 9-1D and
30-ID beam line of the Advanced Photon Source. A hori-
zontal scattering geometry was used with the !-polarized
incident photons. A spherical diced Si(844) analyzer was
used. The overall energy and momentum resolution of the
RIXS spectrometer at the Ir L3 edge (! 11:2 keV) was
! 130 meV and "0:032 !A#1, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), Sr2IrO4 has a canted antiferro-
magnetic (AF) structure [8], with TN ! 240 K [12].
Although the ‘‘internal’’ structure of a single magnetic
moment in Sr2IrO4, composed of orbital and spin, is dras-
tically different from that of pure spins in La2CuO4, a
parent insulator for cuprate superconductors, the two com-
pounds share apparently similar magnetic structure.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the dispersion and intensity,
respectively, of the single magnon extracted by fitting the
energy distribution curves shown in Fig. 3(a) [13]. We
highlight three important observations. First, not only the
dispersion but also the momentum dependence of the
intensity show striking similarities to those observed in
the cuprates (for instance, in La2CuO4) by inelastic neutron
scattering [14]. This provides confidence that the observed
mode is indeed a single magnon excitation [15– 18]. Using
hard x-ray RIXS allows mapping of an entire Brillouin
zone within only a few degrees of 90$ scattering geometry
so that the spectrum reveals the intrinsic dynamical struc-
tural factor with minimal RIXS matrix element effects.
Second, the measured magnon dispersion relation strongly
supports the theories predicting that the superexhange
interactions of Jeff ¼ 1=2 moments on a square lattice
with corner-sharing octahedra are governed by a SU(2)
invariant Hamiltonian with AF coupling [2,10]. Third,
the magnon mode in Sr2IrO4 has a bandwidth of
& 200 meV, as compared to & 300 meV in La2CuO4 [14]
and Sr2CuO2Cl2 [19], which is consistent with energy
scales of hopping t and on-site Coulomb energy U in
Sr2IrO4 being smaller by roughly 50% than those reported
for the cuprates [10,20,21].

For a quantitative description, we have fitted the magnon
dispersion using a phenomenological J-J0-J00 model [22].
Here, the J, J0, and J00 correspond to the first, second, and
third nearest neighbors, respectively. In this model, the
downward dispersion along the magnetic Brillouin zone
from ð!; 0Þ to ð!=2;!=2Þ is accounted for by a ferromag-
netic J0 [14,22]. We find J ¼ 60, J0 ¼ #20, and J00 ¼
15 meV. The nearest-neighbor interaction J is smaller
than that found in cuprates by roughly 50%. The fit can
be improved by including higher-order terms from longer-
range interactions, which were also found to be important

in the case of Sr2CuO2Cl2 [19]. However, here we do not
pursue this path because, as we show below, another kind
of magnetic mode in Sr2IrO4, which is not present in
cuprates, may affect the magnon dispersion.
Characterizing the magnon mode is important because it

strongly renormalizes the dispersion of a doped hole or
electron and is believed to provide a pairing mechanism for
HTSC. We now show that Sr2IrO4 supports an exciton
mode, which gives access to the dynamics of a particle
propagating in the background of AF ordered moments
even in an undoped case. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the
energy loss spectra along high symmetry directions. No
corrections to the raw data, such as normalization or sub-
traction of the elastic contaminations, have been made.
Another virtue of using hard x ray is that, by working in
the vicinity of 90$ scattering geometry, elastic (Thompson)
scattering can be strongly suppressed. In addition to the
low-energy magnon branch () 0:2 eV), we observe high-
energy excitations with strong momentum dependence
in the energy range of 0:4 & 0:8 eV. This mode is
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Blue dots with error bars show the
single magnon dispersion extracted by fitting the energy loss
curves shown in Fig. 3(b) [13]. The magnons disperse up to
! 205 meV at ð!; 0Þ and 110 meV at ð!=2;!=2Þ. The solid
purple line shows the best fit to the data with J ¼ 60, J0 ¼ #20,
and J00 ¼ 15 meV. (b) Momentum dependence of the intensities
showing diverging intensity at ð!;!Þ and vanishing intensity at
(0,0). The inset shows the Brillouin zone of the undistorted
tetragonal (I4=mmm) unit cell (black square) and the magnetic
cell (blue diamond), and the notation follows the convention for
the tetragonal unit cell, as, for instance, in La2CuO4.

PRL 108, 177003 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

27 APRIL 2012

177003-2

RIXS: BJ Kim et al, PRL 2012

bandwidth ~ 200meV

ℏ𝜔=2meV

Magnon is a very low energy feature



Anisotropy
Unit cell doubled by octahedral rotation
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DM is removed in local frame
G. Jackeli+G.Khaliullin, 2009

Fits to RIXS give J~60meV and 𝛿~.05

Small easy-plane anisotropy



Spin wave theory
• Holstein-Primakoff S+ = Sz � iSy =

p
2S � a†a a

S� = (S+)† Sx = S � a†a
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out of plane mode.  Gap ~ 30meV! Too big to be the 
oscillating magnon

gapless Goldstone mode of in-plane rotations



In-plane anisotropy
• Even weaker effect gives tiny gap to in-plane magnon
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FIG. 4. (a) Magnetization as a function of temperature along
[1 0 0] (black) and [1 1 0] (red), taken at H = 0.3 T. (b) Magne-
tization as a function of magnetic field for [1 0 0] (black) and
[1 1 0] (red), taken at T = 5 K. Inset: detailed measurements
for di↵erent field angles from [1 0 0] to [1 1 0] every 11.25�, fo-
cusing in the region where the biggest e↵ect due to anisotropy
is seen.

Another contribution to anisotropy comes from the
anisotropic interlayer interaction [42]. This can be writ-
ten as a 41 symmetry allowed Hamiltonian:

H
(2)
ani =

X

hiji

±�c

�
S
a
i S

a
j � S

b
iS

b
j

�
(4)

where hiji run over first nearest-neighbors in adjacent

layers and H
(2)
ani changes sign depending on the direction

of the bond [see Fig. 5(b)]. This term lifts the degeneracy
between uudd and uddu and accounts for the observed
magnetic structure: for the domain with the pseudospins
mostly along b-axis, uddu stacking is favored, whereas
for the domain with the pseudospins mostly along a-axis,
uudd stacking is preferred [Fig. 1(c)].

In the model put forward by recent theoretical
work [43], the coupling of the pseudospins to the lattice
is responsible for the alignment of the moments along
the crystallographic a or b directions, and gives rise to
in-plane anisotropy, as depicted in Fig. 5(c). It takes the

FIG. 5. An illustration of possible mechanisms for anisotropy.
(a) bi-axial in-plane anisotropy K4 shown as purple ellipses,
(b) anisotropy in the out-of-plane nearest neighbor coupling
(grey ellipses) connecting pseudospins in two neighboring lay-
ers (red and black) and (c) anisotropy �1 (blue ellipses) due to
coupling of the pseudospins to the orthorhombically deformed
lattice.

form:
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�
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where x and y denote the directions along the Ir-O bonds,
�1 and �2 are the energy scales of the pseudospin-lattice
coupling to distortions along [1 0 0] and [1 1 0] respec-
tively, scaled by the elasticity parameters and the square
of the ordered moment. We note that while Hsp�lat pre-
serves the four-fold symmetry per se, it leads to an or-
thorhombic distortion below TN , and thus generates a
uniaxial two-fold anisotropy [43]. A special feature of
this model is that the magnetic anisotropy potential is
a function of the moment direction itself [via angle ✓ in
Eq. (5)]. This is markedly di↵erent from the conven-
tional, constant anisotropy terms K4 and �c discussed
above.
We have calculated the ground state configuration in

an applied magnetic field and magnetization curves for
the anisotropic Hamiltonians discussed above. Figure 6
shows the results for (a) a biaxial anisotropy [Eq. (3)],
(b) an anisotropy in the interlayer coupling [Eq. (4)],
(c) a phenomenologial uniaxial anisotropy of the form
�K2 cos 2✓, and (d) an anisotropy due to spin-lattice cou-
pling following Eq. (5), for a set of parameters (indicated
in the caption) that best matches the data at T=5 K.
These di↵erent types of anisotropies are schematically
shown in the inset of each figure.
In Fig. 6(a), we consider the case for bi-axial

anisotropy. When the field is applied along the a-axis, in
the favorable domain having moments along the b-axis
as discussed above, the magnetization increases almost
linearly at first, followed by a sudden jump to saturation
at some critical field, as the net moments snap to the
a-axis by the biaxial anisotropy. For field applied along
the [1 1 0] direction, it takes much higher field to saturate
the magnetization as the field has to overcome the biax-
ial anisotropy. However, it is important to note that a
jump in the magnetization occurs at a lower field along
the hard axis because there is an intermediate uurr phase

Porras et al, 2019
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argue due to lattice distortion induced by 
spin order

𝚪~6𝜇eV (!) !0 ' 8S
p
�J ~2meV 

Oscillation matches in-plane magnon.



Magnetization oscillation
• Q: Why does Kerr angle oscillate if magnon is in-plane??
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Pumping
• Strategy: light creates source terms for EOM

@tu = ��1m

@tm = � u

+hm(t)

+hu(t)
effective fields drive during pump pulse

m(t)

tp

h
m(t+p ) ' h̄utp

@tm(t+p ) ' h̄mtpdecay/relaxation negligible 
during pump

effective initial conditions

Theory: include light-matter interaction and 
integrate out higher energy modes to obtain hm, hu



Coupling to E-field
• Assumption: E-field of light dominates.  Strong time-

reversal-symmetry constraints 

• General symmetry allowed couplings
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microscopic calculations confirm these terms

staggering due to 
octahedral rotations 

important!

Katsura, Nagaosa, Balatsky, PRL 2005 

 Bolens, PRB 2018 

 



Bosons
• Holstein-Primakoff: 
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Floquet drive

in the strong SOC limit, on which a novel platform for high
temperature superconductivity (HTSC) may be designed.

In the last few years, RIXS has become a powerful tool
to study magnetic excitations [11]. We report measurement
of single magnons using hard x rays, which has comple-
mentary advantages over soft x rays, as detailed later on.
The RIXS measurements were performed at the 9-1D and
30-ID beam line of the Advanced Photon Source. A hori-
zontal scattering geometry was used with the !-polarized
incident photons. A spherical diced Si(844) analyzer was
used. The overall energy and momentum resolution of the
RIXS spectrometer at the Ir L3 edge (! 11:2 keV) was
! 130 meV and "0:032 !A#1, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), Sr2IrO4 has a canted antiferro-
magnetic (AF) structure [8], with TN ! 240 K [12].
Although the ‘‘internal’’ structure of a single magnetic
moment in Sr2IrO4, composed of orbital and spin, is dras-
tically different from that of pure spins in La2CuO4, a
parent insulator for cuprate superconductors, the two com-
pounds share apparently similar magnetic structure.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the dispersion and intensity,
respectively, of the single magnon extracted by fitting the
energy distribution curves shown in Fig. 3(a) [13]. We
highlight three important observations. First, not only the
dispersion but also the momentum dependence of the
intensity show striking similarities to those observed in
the cuprates (for instance, in La2CuO4) by inelastic neutron
scattering [14]. This provides confidence that the observed
mode is indeed a single magnon excitation [15– 18]. Using
hard x-ray RIXS allows mapping of an entire Brillouin
zone within only a few degrees of 90$ scattering geometry
so that the spectrum reveals the intrinsic dynamical struc-
tural factor with minimal RIXS matrix element effects.
Second, the measured magnon dispersion relation strongly
supports the theories predicting that the superexhange
interactions of Jeff ¼ 1=2 moments on a square lattice
with corner-sharing octahedra are governed by a SU(2)
invariant Hamiltonian with AF coupling [2,10]. Third,
the magnon mode in Sr2IrO4 has a bandwidth of
& 200 meV, as compared to & 300 meV in La2CuO4 [14]
and Sr2CuO2Cl2 [19], which is consistent with energy
scales of hopping t and on-site Coulomb energy U in
Sr2IrO4 being smaller by roughly 50% than those reported
for the cuprates [10,20,21].

For a quantitative description, we have fitted the magnon
dispersion using a phenomenological J-J0-J00 model [22].
Here, the J, J0, and J00 correspond to the first, second, and
third nearest neighbors, respectively. In this model, the
downward dispersion along the magnetic Brillouin zone
from ð!; 0Þ to ð!=2;!=2Þ is accounted for by a ferromag-
netic J0 [14,22]. We find J ¼ 60, J0 ¼ #20, and J00 ¼
15 meV. The nearest-neighbor interaction J is smaller
than that found in cuprates by roughly 50%. The fit can
be improved by including higher-order terms from longer-
range interactions, which were also found to be important

in the case of Sr2CuO2Cl2 [19]. However, here we do not
pursue this path because, as we show below, another kind
of magnetic mode in Sr2IrO4, which is not present in
cuprates, may affect the magnon dispersion.
Characterizing the magnon mode is important because it

strongly renormalizes the dispersion of a doped hole or
electron and is believed to provide a pairing mechanism for
HTSC. We now show that Sr2IrO4 supports an exciton
mode, which gives access to the dynamics of a particle
propagating in the background of AF ordered moments
even in an undoped case. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the
energy loss spectra along high symmetry directions. No
corrections to the raw data, such as normalization or sub-
traction of the elastic contaminations, have been made.
Another virtue of using hard x ray is that, by working in
the vicinity of 90$ scattering geometry, elastic (Thompson)
scattering can be strongly suppressed. In addition to the
low-energy magnon branch () 0:2 eV), we observe high-
energy excitations with strong momentum dependence
in the energy range of 0:4 & 0:8 eV. This mode is
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Blue dots with error bars show the
single magnon dispersion extracted by fitting the energy loss
curves shown in Fig. 3(b) [13]. The magnons disperse up to
! 205 meV at ð!; 0Þ and 110 meV at ð!=2;!=2Þ. The solid
purple line shows the best fit to the data with J ¼ 60, J0 ¼ #20,
and J00 ¼ 15 meV. (b) Momentum dependence of the intensities
showing diverging intensity at ð!;!Þ and vanishing intensity at
(0,0). The inset shows the Brillouin zone of the undistorted
tetragonal (I4=mmm) unit cell (black square) and the magnetic
cell (blue diamond), and the notation follows the convention for
the tetragonal unit cell, as, for instance, in La2CuO4.
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• Cannot excite single magnon due to momentum conservation 
• Two magnon process is resonant: generates pairs with k and -k

?? How is k=0 magnetization created? 



Formalism
• Non-equilibrium Keldysh method: evolve both bra and ket

| (t)i = U(t,�1)| (�1)i
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• Keldysh contour

Z =

Z
D[a+, a�] exp(iS)

S =
X

s=±
s

Z
dt

(
X

i

ās,i i@tas,i �H[{ās,i , as,i}]

)

t=-∞

t=-∞
t=+∞

path integral over 
doubled fields



Formalism
• Non-equilibrium Keldysh path integral

HE = Eµ(t)
⇥
�1,µ

A  A + �2,µ
A,B  A B + �3,µ

A,B,C  A B C + O(1/S0)
⇤

E 𝜓
= + + + …

• Now integrate out “fast” fields: internal lines

= +

=0 leading diagram



Formalism
• Non-equilibrium Keldysh path integral

HE = Eµ(t)
⇥
�1,µ

A  A + �2,µ
A,B  A B + �3,µ

A,B,C  A B C + O(1/S0)
⇤

E 𝜓
= + + + …

• Now integrate out “fast” fields: internal lines

= +

=0 leading diagram

involves boson interactions!



Physical picture
• Step 1:

(⇡/2, ⇡/2) (⇡/2, ⇡/2)(0, 0) (⇡, ⇡)(⇡, 0) (⇡, 0)
k
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photon generates coherent pairs

• Step 2: Interaction “proximitizes” low 
energy condensate = magnons

k
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Results
• Effective fields given by loop integrals

h ⇠
Z

d2k EµĒ⌫
X

�,�0=±1

�2,µ�3,⌫

⌦+ �Ek + �0EQ�k + i⌘

dissipative virtual

⇠ �(⌦� Ek � EQ�k) ⇠ P

� � Ek � EQ�k
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separates into:
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separates into:

• Structure of contributions to effective fields

sin 2�⇥
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Ex Ēy + Ey Ēx
Ex Ēx � Ey Ēy sin 4�⇥

�
Ex Ēx + Ey Ēy

�
i
�
Ex Ēy � Ey Ēx

�
total intensity chiral intensity

traceless symmetric identity antisymmetric



Results
• Effective fields given by loop integrals
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Results
• Effective fields given by loop integrals
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Results
• Effective fields given by loop integrals
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separates into:

• Structure of contributions to effective fields
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circular polarization

total intensity chiral intensity

=0 for Sr2IrO4 

 (𝜙=𝜋/4) “inverse Faraday effect”



Prior approach to Inverse 
Faraday effect

• Derived effective thermodynamic potential

F ⇠ �ijkMi (0)Ej(!)Ek(�!) hie↵ = � @F
@Mi (0)

= �ijkEj(!)Ek(�!)

really correct for low frequency magnetization (not short pulse)

• Carried out for quantum mechanical few-level system

Purely virtual excitations

• Our results treat general many body situation with fast 
dynamics and both real and virtual excitations



Results
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• Effective fields maximized when light is near peak of two-
magnon DOS

Significant enhancement still possible!
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• Effective fields maximized when light is near peak of two-
magnon DOS

Dominant chiral intensity: 
magnetization of opposite sign 

for two circular polarizations 

Gufeng Zhang et al



Future directions
• Experimental test of frequency dependence.  Many other 

materials applications. 

• Extension to T>0 

• Extension to non-collinear magnets: much larger anharmonic 
effects 

• Topological effects: Pump/probe of Dirac/Weyl magnons, 
analogies to topological effects in SHG? 

• Ultrafast dynamics of quantum spin liquids without magnons?



Recap

• Fermionic two-spinon continuum modified by Silin 
spin wave and gauge continuum. 

• Further work: modifications near q=0 by anisotropies/
SOC - needed to understand ESR, extension to Dirac 
spin liquids
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• Theory of light-induced magnetization oscillations 
in an antiferromagnet, with direct application to 
Sr2IrO4

O.Starykh + LB, arXiv:1904.02117 U.F.P. Seifert+LB, PRB 100, 125161 (2019)


